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Abstract
This thesis contains a summary of the work carried out in the Ph.D. project entitled
Exploring the period doubling bifurcation in a superconducting resonator.
Josephson junctions may be used to introduce non-linearities in a controlled and
non-dissipative way to superconducting resonant cavities, providing a model system for
the study of dynamical bifurcations. In unbiased Josephson junctions, the naturally
introduced cubic non-linearity leads to the well known Josephson Bifurcation Amplifier
(JBA) [1]. Alternatively, the period doubling bifurcation (PDB) occurs due to periodic
variation of its inductance [2].
This thesis presents experimental results exploring a new regime, in which flux-
biased rf SQUIDs provide tunable cubic and quadratic non-linearities. In this system,
cubic and quadratic non-linearities can either be maximised, or even completely sup-
pressed, using a global flux. The period doubling bifurcation signal observed in this
work is large, rises suddenly from zero to finite value and is well separated from the
drive frequency, it is also hysteretic in both drive power and drive frequency. These
features indicate that the period doubling bifurcation may be more suitable as a qubit
state detector than the JBA.
This thesis describes the first experimental study of the period doubling bifurcation
at milliKelvin temperatures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A bifurcation occurs when a linear change in a sytem's parameters yields a two-
branched, non-linear response. This property makes the bifurcation a natural threshold
detector, which is used in many systems for amplification. For example, the Hopf bifurc-
ation is used to amplify audio signals of select frequencies in every mammal's cochlea
[3, 4]. This thesis explores the period doubling bifurcation within a superconducting
resonator.
In brief, the period doubling bifurcation effect generates a sharp onset of photons
at a frequency corresponding to half the drive. The period doubling bifurcation arises
due to the exploitation of controllable non-linearities, which are provided by Josephson
elements.
The period doubling bifurcation in a superconducting was posed theoretically by
A. Zorin and Y. Makhlin in 2011 [5]. Their proposal focuses on utilising the effect
for detecting the state of a charge-phase qubit. Motivated by the potential of this
effect, this project aimed to observe and explore the period doubling bifurcation for
the first time. The period doubling bifurcation was realised in this work by controlling
non-linearities provided by two flux-biased rf SQUIDs. This thesis studies the period
1
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doubling bifurcation's dependence on various circuit parameters, including flux, drive
power/frequency and temperature, using a combination of continuous wave and pulsed
measurement set-ups.
In general, researching effects, like the period doubling bifurcation, that stem from
even Josephson non-linearities is particularly interesting [6], as typically cubic Joseph-
son non-linearities are explored within superconducting resonators [7, 8, 1, 9, 10]. Not
to mention, the period doubling bifurcation is a new effect within superconductivity,
which shows promise for single microwave photon detection and qubit read-out.
Thesis outline
This thesis describes an experimental study of the period doubling bifurcation effect.
The opening section of this thesis introduces the effect's operation principle. Next,
the two leading applications for the period doubling bifurcation, namely superconduct-
ing qubit state readout (see Sec. 1.4), and single microwave photon detection (see
Sec. 1.2) are discussed. Relevant measurements exploring non-linear effects within
superconducting resonators are also reviewed in Sec. 1.4.
Chapter 2 describes relevant theory regarding superconducting resonators. Topics
discussed in this chapter include Mattis-Bardeen's two fluid model, an introduction to
LC resonators and coplanar waveguide structures. Chapter 3 introduces the Josephson
effect. In this chapter, the Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation (Sec. 3.1.1), washboard po-
tential and the resistively and capacitively shunted model of a Josephson junction (Sec.
3.1.2) are described. Sec. 3.2 focuses on the physics of the rf SQUID, the Josephson
element used in this work.
As this is an experimental project, details regarding the measurement set-up and
sample design are described in Chapters 5 and 6. To reach the final measurement set-
up, many hurdles were faced and overcome. To name a few, leaking sma connectors at
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the 4.2 K stage, a faulty cryogenic amplifier source, ruptured compressor diaphragms, a
broken cryogenic amplifier and countless broken dc solder joints! These tedious details
have been omitted from this chapter. The sample section also accounts for samples
that were discarded in this project. Although the samples measured in this work were
fabricated by PTB, this project also included fabrication of ultra-small Josephson junc-
tions, using the double angle method at Royal Holloway, University of London. Brief
details regarding this work are included in the Appendix.
Results are split into four Chapters; pre-requisite measurements (Chapter 7), amp-
litude bifurcation measurements (Chapter 8), continuous wave period doubling bifurc-
ation measurements (Chapter 9) and pulsed period doubling bifurcation measurements
(Chapter 10).
The final chapter in this thesis provides of the summary of the work described in
this thesis, hi-lighting areas of success, topics that can be improved, and the outlook of
this research.
1.1 The period doubling bifurcation
The period doubling bifurcation was first studied in macroscopic systems, such as a
mercury in a heated cell [11], long before the effect was considered within a supercon-
ducting resonator. These mechanical experiments investigated theoretical work carried
out by M. J. Fiegenbaum, which quantified the behaviour of non-linear systems in the
vicinity of a transition into chaotic motion [12].
Thirty years after this work, motivated by the success of the amplitude bifurcation,
A. Zorin and Y. Makhlin published a theoretical proposal for a new Josephson qubit
read-out device that uses the period doubling effect in a superconducting resonator [5].
This paper is the basis of the theory described in this thesis regarding the effect.
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In this article, A. Zorin and Y. Makhlin consider the effect of current biasing a
Josephson junction within transmission line of a coplanar waveguide resonator. In this
system, a dc current bias Idc (Ic < Idc) creates a dc phase drop φdc across the junction,
creating a Josephson current term Ic sin(φ + φdc) (see Sec. 3). This supercurrent
expression can then can be Taylor expanded to give
sin(φ+ φdc) ∼ sinφdc(1− φ2/2 + φ4/24 + ...) + cosφdc(φ− φ3/6− ...),
for small oscillations φdc  1. Therefore, provided a phase drop is present, odd and even
non-linear terms are accessible. When no phase drop is present, the system accesses
purely odd non-linearities.
A period doubling bifurcation occurs when a signal interacts with a quadratic (even)
non-linear inductance, enabling abrupt down-conversion of photons at the half-drive
frequency. This creates the sudden onset of a signal at the half-drive. This type of
spontaneous parametric down-conversion is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The period doubling bifurcation effect. Diagram shows a drive tone, which
results in abrupt down-conversion of photons at the half-drive frequency.
Transitions between amplitude states in the period doubling bifurcation are dispers-
ive (see Sec. 3.1.2 for more details) and do not generate quasi-particles. Because of this,
the period doubling bifurcation is very suitable for detecting qubit states with minimal
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back-action. As a result, A. Zorin and Y. Makhlin consider using this bifurcation for
detecting the state of a charge-phase qubit [5]. In their proposal, the charge-phase qubit
is put in parallel with the detection circuit, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Circuit for read-out of a charge-phase qubit using the period doubling
bifurcation. This circuit includes a Josephson junction (JJ) that is current biased (Idc)
and driven with a microwave signal (Irf ). The junction's self capacitance (C) and the
linear shunting resistance (R) are also shown.
In this circuit, qubit read-out is achieved by tuning the resonator so that upon
a change in the qubit's state, the circuit's effective inductance will shift, tuning the
circuit's quadratic non-linearity, which in turn drives a transition to the period doubling
bifurcation's high amplitude state (A1). This scheme results in the system being in
either the low amplitude (0) or high amplitude state (A1) depending on whether the
qubit is in the state |0〉 or |1〉.
One advantage of the period doubling bifurcation, in comparison with the amplitude
bifurcation is the potential for an increased contrast between metastable states [5].
Additionally, the period doubling bifurcation's amplitude states occur between the zero
(noise) level and a finite level, which is a useful for carrying out gated measurements.
Most importantly, the period doubling bifurcation may have a higher sensitivity to
changes in circuit parameters, which will realise an improved qubit state read-out.
However, like the amplitude bifurcation, the period doubling bifurcation offers a narrow-
band noise, but has a limited bandwidth of operation.
In general, the period doubling bifurcation can be use to detect any signal that
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can be coupled to the oscillator's parameters. The following sections introduce the
two leading applications of the period doubling bifurcation; single microwave photon
detection and more details on superconducting qubit read-out.
1.2 Single microwave photon detection
A single 4 GHz photon has an energy of 2.6 yoctojoules (2.6×10−24 J), which is 5 orders
less than that of a single optical (blue) photon (3.78×10−19 J). Due to this small energy,
the manipulation and observation of a single microwave photon poses many scientific
and engineering challenges. For example, all single microwave photon measurements
must be carried out at low temperatures, as their energy is 3 orders of magnitude
less than thermal radiation at room temperature. Therefore single microwave photon
measurements must be undertaken using a dilution refrigerator, conveniently enabling
use of low loss, superconducting transmission lines and superconducting resonators.
The amplitude bifurcation, which is described in detail in Sec. 4.4, has already
been developed for detecting small numbers (nc < 13) of 4− 8 GHz microwave photons
in a superconducting resonator in the last decade [13]. The success of this Josephson
bifurcation motivates the study of the period doubling bifurcation, as this effect has
potential to be more sensitive than the amplitude bifurcation. In short, the period
doubling bifurcation may be used as a single microwave photon provided that the
presence of a single microwave photon in the drive mode drives the system to a critical
point, where abrupt down-conversion of photons at the half-drive is possible.
Astronomers are currently interested in detecting light-visible phenomena, such as
extrasolar planets, with maximised sensitivity. Superconducting quantum devices, with
detection principles based on non-linear effects, are now replacing charged-coupled
devices (CCDs) for some measurements. The integration of low temperature, super-
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conducting devices in astronomy is not a new idea; in fact SQUIDs were utilised for
X-ray detection in 1996 [14]. More recently, multiplexed microwave kinetic induct-
ance detectors have been developed that have a resolving power close to that required
for future X-ray astronomy missions [15]. Should the period doubling bifurcation yield
single microwave photon detection, it becomes a candidate detector scheme in this field.
The period doubling bifurcation would also have numerous applications in metrology,
fundamental physics and quantum information processing.
1.3 Superconducting qubits
In 1981, Richard Feynman discussed the applications of developing a quantum com-
puter, with a great sense of urgency [16]. Despite his honest statement Nature isn't
classical, dammit, and if you want to make a simulation of nature, you'd better make
it quantum mechanical, and by golly it's a wonderful problem, because it doesn't look
so easy., impressive progress has been achieved in this field in the last thirty years.
This is exciting as quantum computers have many applications, including quantum key
distribution, superdense coding and quantum simulation.
At present day, superconducting qubits are well-evolved and are already used for
quantum information processing. For example, in March 2017, 10 superconducting
qubits were shown to exhibit entanglement and parallel logic operations by C. Song et
al in China [17]. In part, the rapid development of superconducting qubits occurred
due to their use of pre-existing fabrication techniques from semiconductor technology.
Superconducting qubits also benefit from readily available microwave circuit elements,
which became commercial due to their use in the radio frequency transmission industry.
Superconducting qubits, like those described in ref. [17], are typically embedded
within superconducting cavities, like a coplanar waveguide resonator, to achieve high
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quality factors, enabling high coupling for state readout and manipulation. As the
period doubling bifurcation, the focus of this work, is studied within a superconducting
resonator, it is easily integrated with many qubit circuits.
1.4 Bifurcations in superconducting resonators for qubit
detection
Josephson bifurcations were first considered for amplification in a superconducting res-
onator in 2005 by I. Siddiqi et al at Yale. In this work, amplitude bifurcations are
observed in a superconducting resonator due to the cubic non-linearity generated from
the dc Josephson relation. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.4. Fig. 1.3 shows
a schematic diagram of an amplitude bifurcation, with low and high amplitude states
Alow and Ahigh.
Figure 1.3: Theoretical plot showing a switch between two of the metastable states
found in the amplitude bifurcation.
Two years later, M. Metcalfe et al mapped the amplitude bifurcation's high and low
amplitude metastable states onto the states of a quantronium qubit. This enabled qubit
state readout and a measurement of its decoherence with minimal back-action [8, 10].
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In 2009, F. Mallet et al demonstrates state detection of a transmon qubit, the amplitude
bifurcation. Mallet et al's experiment is notable, as it demonstrates single-shot readout
of a transmon qubit using a Josephson bifurcation, with improved visibility [18].
Figure 1.4: Diagram illustrating single-shot readout of a transmon qubit using the
amplitude bifurcation [18]. The transmon qubit in this work is capacitively coupled to
the coplanar waveguide used for state read-out. The Kerr non-linearity for this read-out
scheme is provided by a single Josephson junction half of the waveguide's length. This
figure also shows the demodulated responses for read-out pulses (a) and each state's
switching curve (b).
More recently, Josephson non-linearities have been employed to develop new types of
parametric oscillators [19, 10, 20, 21]. Some examples of landmark research in this field
include the Josephson parametric phase-locked oscillator [20] and the Casimir effect
[19]. The Josephson parametric phase-locked oscillator has been used to to achieve
high-fidelity, single-shot and non-destructive readout of qubit states [20]. The Casimir
effect within a flux-pumped circuit has also been used for qubit state read-out [2].
Despite good progress in the field, some phenomena stemming from Josephson non-
linearities remains to be explored. This thesis presents a first study of the period
doubling bifurcation within a superconducting resonator.
Chapter 2
Superconducting resonators
Since its discovery, over 100 years ago, there has been countless theoretical and ex-
perimental advances to the field of superconductivity. H. K. Onnes first discovered
supraconductivity in 1911, whilst measuring the resistance of mercury in a dilution
refrigerator in Leiden [22]. A year after, Onnes showed that the current through a su-
perconducting ring is infinitely persistent via a year long measurement. The expulsion
of magnetic field from material during a superconducting transition, otherwise known
as the Meissner effect, was discovered in 1933 by W. Meissner and R. Ochsenfeld [23].
F. London and H. London concluded that the Meissner effect occurs due to the minim-
isation of the electromagnetic free energy in 1950 [24]. J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper and
R. Schrieffer proposed their microscopic theory of superconductivity, known as BCS
theory in 1957 [25].
This chapter discusses the theory of resonators made from thin films of supercon-
ductors, focusing on Mattis and Bardeen's two fluid model, LC oscillators and half-
wavelength coplanar waveguide resonators.
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2.1 The phenomena of superconductivity
Superconductivity, or zero resistivity, is observed in superconducting materials cooled
below a specific transition temperature Tc. Once cooled below Tc, a fraction of the
material's conduction electrons form Cooper pairs, which condense into a Bose-Einstein
condensate. A Cooper pair is simply a bound state of two electrons with opposite
momenta and a net spin of 0. In the material used in this work, the binding arises
from an interaction between electrons and phonons. The electrons in a Cooper pair are
separated by a coherence length ξ, which for Nb is ξ ≈ 38 nm.
The superconducting condensate is coherent, so the Cooper pairs share a locked,
macroscopic quantum phase φ. The condensate is fully characterised by the supercon-
ducting order parameter (∆),
∆ = |∆|eiφ, (2.1)
where |∆| is the superconducting energy gap. 2∆ gives the energy required to break a
Cooper pair into two unbound electrons.
In electromagnetic fields, Cooper pairs move without scattering with lattice im-
perfections, creating zero resistivity. Provided the thermal energy is less than the su-
perconducting gap (kbT  |∆|), a superconductor has a non-degenerate ground state
that is well separated from quasi-particle excited states, making superconductors ideal
materials for qubit construction.
The evolution of superconducting phase in electromagnetic fields produces many
interesting effects. For example, when a superconducting loop of area A is in a magnetic
field B the magnetic flux inside of the loop Φ is quantised according to
Φ =
∫
B dA = Φ = nΦ0, (2.2)
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where Φ0 = h/2e. Other effects include the Meissner effect, vortex lattices and the
Josephson effect, which is discussed in detail in Sec. 3.
2.2 Mattis and Bardeen's two fluid model
The two fluid model can be used in this work to describe the temperature dependence
of the loss mechanism within a superconducting resonator. This section acts as an
overview of the model; further details can be found in Ref.'s [26, 27].
Bardeen's model describes the behaviour of a superconductor by modelling its elec-
trons below Tc as a two fluid system. One fluid is a quasiparticle fluid of density nn
and the second is a Cooper pair fluid of density ns, each with individual relaxation
times τn and τs. Given the total fluid density nt = nn + ns, the conduction densities
are described by
ns = nt
(
1−
(
T
Tc
)4)
(2.3)
Eqn. 2.3 shows that nt = ns at zero temperature and therefore nn increases with T .
A superconductor's complex conductivity σ(ω) is given by
σ(ω) = σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω)
where σ1 and σ2 are real and imaginary (in phase and out of phase) conductivities that
can be associated with the Ohmic losses of quasiparticles and the zero losses of Cooper
pairs, respectively. These conductivities are described in the Drude model to be
σ1 =
nne
2τn
me
(2.4)
and
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σ2 =
nse
2
meω
, (2.5)
where me = 9.11 × 10−31 kg and ω is the frequency of the applied alternating elec-
tromagnetic field. At high frequencies (ω2τs  1) the imaginary conductivity term σ2
dominates and the conductivity gains a dependence on ω, which enables the circuit
to exhibit a larger inductance than possible from geometry alone. This additional in-
ductance is known as the kinetic inductance, Lk. An expression for Lk may be derived
by equating the average kinetic energy of charge carriers Ek = 1/2mv
2 for transport
current I = nAvq. In these expressions, m, v, n correspond to the mass, velocity and
number of superconducting electrons. The energy stored in an inductor Ei = 1/2LkI
2,
giving the kinetic energy [28],
Ek =
mI2
2nA2q2
=
1
2
LkI
2. (2.6)
The Mattis-Bardeen equations give the temperature dependence of the ratio of a
superconductor's complex conductivity σ(ω) = σ1(ω) + σ2(ω) and its normal state
conductivity σn, for frequencies below the gap frequency, ωg = ∆/~. The Mattis-
Bardeen equations for σ1(ω)/σn and σ2(ω)/σn are
σ1(ω)
σn
=
2
~ω
∫ ∞
∆
dE
E2 + ∆2 + ~ωE√
E2 −∆2√(E + ~ω)2 −∆2 [f(E) + f(E + ~ω)] (2.7)
and
σ2(ω)
σn
=
1
~ω
∫ ∆+~ω
∆
dE
E2 + ∆2 − ~ωE√
E2 −∆2√∆2 − (E − ~ω)2 [1− 2f(E)]. (2.8)
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The temperature dependence of ∆ can be computed numerically using Eqn. 2.9
[26, 27], where ωD = 296kb/~ is the Debye frequency.
ln 1.13
~ωD
kbTc
=
~ωd∫
0
tanh
0.5
√
E2 + ∆(T )2
kbT
dE√
∆(T )2 + E2
(2.9)
This is result is shown in Fig. 2.1. This figure is made by finding the roots of Eqn.
2.9 in Mathematica..
Figure 2.1: The temperature dependence of the energy gap ∆ with temperature T for
Nb with Tc = 9.2 K. The y-axis in this plot is scaled by ∆(0) = 0.3528/2kbTc. .
2.3 LC resonator
By using a superconducting cavity, the interaction time of the microwave photons and
the Josephson non-linearities we wish to explore is extended. This extension is due to
microwave photons repeatedly passing through the cavity's non-linear elements due to
the presence of two capacitors, which are comparable to mirrors used in Optics. Not
only does the superconducting cavity increase the effective non-linearity per unit lent,
but it also enables integration with other devices, such as superconducting qubits. This
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section introduces the superconducting LC resonator.
The LC resonator is comprised of an inductor L in parallel with a capacitor C. Fig.
2.2 shows a parallel resonant circuit, consisting of an inductor L, capacitor C, resistor
R and driving voltage V in parallel.
L R C V
Zin
Figure 2.2: Parallel lumped resonator circuit diagram.
The circuit in Fig. 2.2 resonates when the energy stored in the inductor Ee =
L|I|2/4 = |V |2/4ω2L equals the average energy stored in the capacitor Em = C|V |2/4.
By equating these terms the resonant frequency ω0 can be shown to be
ω0 =
1√
LC
.
The input impedance Zin of the parallel lumped resonator is
Zin =
(
1
R
+
1
jωL
+ jωC
)−1
, (2.10)
where j is the complex component of the impedance. Therefore, the complex power
Pin entering the resonator is given by,
Pin =
1
2
V I∗ =
1
2
|Zin | I |2= 1
2
| V |2
Z∗in
=
1
2
| V |2
(
1
R
+
1
jωL
+ jωC
)
. (2.11)
The power dissipated by the resonator Ploss is expressed using,
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Ploss =
1
2
| V |2
R
. (2.12)
The unloaded quality factor Q0 is calculated using Q0 = ω0E/Ploss, where E is the
energy stored and Ploss is the power dissipated per cycle in the resonator. In a LC
resonator, E is the sum of electrical and magnetic degrees of freedom, Ee and Em. At
resonance, where Ee = Em, the unloaded quality factor Q0 becomes
Q0 =
ω0Em
Ploss
= ω0RC. (2.13)
The unloaded quality factor Q0 is the quality factor of a resonator in absence of loading
effects caused by external circuitry. The loaded quality factor QL is given by the
following expression, which considers the external quality factor Qe = RL/ω0L.
1
Qtotal
=
1
QL
+
1
Qe
+
1
Q0
+ ... (2.14)
In practice, resonant circuits are implemented using distributed elements rather than
lumped elements, as lumped elements are not accessible at microwave frequencies due
to shortened wavelengths. Types of microwave frequency transmission line used for con-
structing resonant cavities include co-planar waveguide, co-planar slot-line, micro-strip
and strip-line. This work uses the coplanar waveguide transmission line for construct-
ing resonators, as this waveguide is easily integrated with deposition techniques already
used for fabricating Josephson elements.
2.4 The coplanar waveguide structure
The coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line is comprised of a transmission line
of width w and two metallic ground planes, which are separated by a gap s, as shown
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in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of a cross section of a coplanar waveguide. The dimen-
sions labelled are the dielectric thickness (h), the central line width (w), the separation
distance between the central line and ground planes (s) and the width of the ground
planes (g).
There are two physical factors that govern the geometry of a CPW, namely the
dielectric's effective permittivity and the microwave circuit's matching impedance. The
sample used in this experiment has a SiO2 dielectric, with a relative permittivity r of
3.9. The PCB used in this work has a relative permittivity r of 10. The matching
impedance throughout the entire circuit in this work is Z0 = 50 Ω.
Knowing Z0 and r, the ratio of w and s, for a given dielectric thickness h, is
calculated using the following equation [29].
Z0 =
√
L
C
(2.15)
Z0 =
30pi√
r+1
2
K ′(k)
K(k)
(2.16)
In Eqn. 2.15, K(k) and K ′(k) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first kind of k
and k′, are given below [29].
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k = s/(s+ 2w)
k′ =
√
1 + k2
Eqn. 2.15 may be solved for different ratios of w and s to design a CPW structure with
a matched impedance of Z0.
2.5 Half-wavelength resonator
Capacitors may be inserted into a CPW transmission line to define nodes within the rf
current, forming a resonant cavity. This project focuses on the case where two capacitors
are inserted with a separation length l. This structure is known as a half-wavelength
(λ/2) resonator.
This resonant cavity structure may be compared to a Fabry-Perot cavity in optics,
where mirrors are replaced by capacitors. The resonant frequency ω of mode n in a
harmonic cavity is calculated using
ωn = (n+ 1)
c√
r
1
2l
. (2.17)
The current I(l) and voltage V (l) standing wave distributions for the fundamental mode
of resonance in a λ/2 resonator are shown schematically in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The fundamental current I(l) (orange) and voltage V (l) (grey) standing
wave distributions for a λ/2 resonator. The length of the cavity is defined by input
(Cin) and output (Cout) capacitors, that are separated by a length l.
2.6 The scattering matrix
The frequency dependence of scattering parameters from the scattering matrix are com-
monly used to characterise modes in a microwave network. In this case, the microwave
network is a superconducting resonator.
A scattering matrix quantifies the amplitudes of voltage waves incident on ports
to those reflected from ports in an n-port system. A scattering parameter describes
the degree of scattering between one port (reflection measurement) or multiple ports
(transmission measurement).
Data collected in this project considers a two port network, which is has the following
scattering matrix,
 V −1
V −2
 =
 S11 S12
S21 S22

 V +1
V +2
 . (2.18)
In this matrix, V +n is the incident voltage wave on port n and V
−
n is the amplitude
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reflected from port n. The majority of scattering measurements carried out in this
work are S21 transmission measurements, where signals are sent from port 1 according
to S21 = V
−
2 /V
+
1 . Scattering parameters are easily measured using a vector network
analyser (VNA).
2.6.1 Lorentzian fitting
The S21 scattering element can be modelled as a parallel shunt impedance across the
transmission line, giving
S21 =
2
2 + Z0/Zin
. (2.19)
In this expression Z0 represents the circuit impedance and the input impedance Zin
is given by Zin = 1/iωL + iωC. By inserting the Zin definition into Eqn. 2.19, the
following is obtained.
S21 =
2
2 + Z0[(iωL)−1 + iωC]
(2.20)
Next, we consider the parameter at resonance, where ω ≈ ω0, and we apply the defini-
tion of the quality factor Q = ω0Z0C/2 [28], giving
S21 =
2
2 + iQ( ω
ω0
− ω0
ω
)
=
1
1 + iQ(1− ω20
ω2
)
. (2.21)
A VNA measures the magnitude of the S21 parameter, |S21|2(dB) = 20 logS21, therefore
the following equation is used to fit Lorentzian |S21|2 traces.
|S21| = ω0 − 10 log 1√
1 + 4Q2(1− ω0
ω
)2
(2.22)
In this work, S21 measurements across modes of the superconducting resonator are
fitted using Eqn. 2.22 to access the mode's quality factor and resonant frequency.
Chapter 3
The Josephson effect
The Josephson junction is a remarkable superconducting element that generates large
non-linear inductances, with negligible dissipation. Due to this unique property, Joseph-
son junctions are at the heart of many superconducting quantum devices. For example,
many superconducting qubits use the Josephson junction's non-linear inductance to
create non-degenerate energy spacings for qubit states.
This chapter introduces the Josephson junction and describes relevant theory re-
garding the Josephson effect. In particular, the theory regarding the rf SQUID is given
in Sec. 3.2.
3.1 The Josephson junction
Fifty years after Onne's discovery of superconductivity, Anderson and Rowell experi-
mentally verified an anomalous dc tunnelling current at or near zero voltage in a very
thin oxide barrier between two superconducting Sn and Pb electrodes [30]. This effect
was first predicted by Brian Josephson [31] and is therefore called the dc Josephson
effect. The "anomalous dc tunnelling current" is a tunnelling supercurrent consisting
of Cooper pairs. Cooper pairs tunnel between SIS junctions, which are sandwiches
21
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of superconductor-insulator-superconductor. In this our case, the SIS junctions are
constructed using Nb/AlOx/Nb layers, which are fabricated using the trilayer method.
The Josephson effect arises due to the overlapping of two decaying wavefunctions
across a weak link. In this case the weak link is an AlOx insulating layer, which must
be much thinner than the coherence length ξ of Nb, to allow the wavefunctions of the
electrons in the electrodes to overlap. The overlap of the superconducting wavefunctions
allows a supercurrent I to flow through the weak link. I is dependent on the critical
current Ic and the difference between each electrode's phase φ = φ1 − φ2, according to
the first Josephson equation [32],
I = Ic sinφ. (3.1)
A Josephson junction's critical current is the maximum current that can pass through
the junction whilst remaining in the superconducting, or zero-voltage state. Ic is largely
determined by the junction's size, material and shape. For example, the critical current
is related to the area of the junction's overlap A and bridge length L according to Ic ∝
(A/L) [26]. Ic is also dependent on the temperature T , according to the Ambegaokar-
Baratoff equation (see Sec. 3.1.1).
The evolution of φ with respect to time is given by
dφ
dt
=
2e
~
VJ =
2pi
Φ0
VJ , (3.2)
where VJ is the voltage across the junction due to a change of phase (φ) and the reduced
flux quantum Φ0 is ~/2e ≈ 2.07× 10−15 Vs.
By differentiating Eqn. 3.1 and re-arranging Eqn. 3.2 for dI
dt
, we obtain
dI
dt
=
2piIcVJ
Φ0
cos 2piφ. (3.3)
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Eqn. 3.3 reveals that the Josephson junction is an inductor, as dI
dt
∝ VJ . Using VJ =
LJ
dI
dt
and Eqn. 3.3, we show that the Josephson inductance is given by
LJ(φ) =
Φ0
2piIc cosφ
. (3.4)
LJ has a non-linear dependence on the superconducting phase φ. LJ is maximised when
φ = ±φ0
2
and is equal to LJ0 = (φ0/2pi)Ic when φ = 0.
The energy stored in the Josephson junction EJ is derived using the integral,
EJ =
∫ t0
0
IVJ dt =
∫ t0
0
Ic sinφ(Φ/2pi)
dφ
dt
dt. (3.5)
By inserting Eqn's. 3.1 and 3.3 into this integral, we obtain the Josephson energy [33],
EJ (φ) =
∫ t0
0
Φ0
2pi
Ic sinφ
dφ
dt
dt
=
Φ0
2pi
(1− cosφ) (3.6)
3.1.1 The Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation
The Ambegaokar-Baratoff equation is a simple formula that describes the temperature
dependence of a Josephson junction's critical current Ic(T ). V. Ambegaokar and A.
Baratoff derived this relation in 1963 using the temperature dependence of the super-
conducting gap ∆(T ) as derived from the BCS result described by Eqn. 2.9 in Sec. 2.2.
Details of this derivation are given in ref.'s [34, 26].
The Ambegaokar-Baratoff equation is given by
Ic(T ) =
1
Rn
pi∆(T )
2e
tanh
∆(T )
2kBT
(3.7)
where Rn is the normal state resistance of the Josephson junction. This relation is useful
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for explaining some of the temperature-dependent effects observed in a superconducting
resonator.
3.1.2 The resistively and capacitively shunted model of a Joseph-
son junction
The Resistively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RCSJ) model gives an intuitive
description of a Josephson junction's I(V ) characteristics and is capable of describing
finite-voltage properties of a weak link. In this model, the physical Josephson junction
is replaced with an ideal junction in parallel with a shunting resistor R and capacitor
C.
C RJJ
Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuit of the RCSJ model.
The evolution of the superconducting phase difference φ = (φ2 − φ1) in the RCSJ
model is derived by equating a bias current I with the current from each circuit com-
ponent using Kirchoff's laws. This gives,
I = Ic sinφ+
V
R
+ C
dV
dt
. (3.8)
Eqn. 3.8 is a damped, non-linear oscillator, which can be expressed as Eqn. 3.9 by
applying the second Josephson relation, given in Eqn. 3.2.
I/Ic =
d2φ
dτ 2
+Q−1
dφ
dτ
+ Ic sinφ. (3.9)
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This equation is a second order differential equation, with a non-linear Josephson cur-
rent term and a damped velocity term. Eqn. 3.9 may be expressed in terms of the
dimensionless time variable τ = ωpt with the junction plasma frequency
ωp =
√
2eIc/~C. (3.10)
The velocity term is damped according to the quality factor Q, which is given by,
Q = ωpRC =
√
βc.
In this expression, βc expresses the damping of the oscillator, was introduced by Stewart
[35] and McCumber [36] in 1968.
3.1.3 Tilted washboard potential
The behaviour of a Josephson junction is well described by considering solutions to Eqn.
3.9. This approach describes the dynamics of a Josephson junction using a mechanical
analog. In this approach, a fictitious particle of mass (~/2e)2 is considered within a
tilted sinusoidal potential U(φ), known as the tilted washboard potential. U(φ) is given
by
U(φ) = E cosφ− (~I/2e)φ. (3.11)
The particle in this potential experiences friction, or energy loss, proportional to,
(~/2e)2(1/R)dφ/dτ. (3.12)
The tilt of the potential is proportional to the dc current I applied across the Josephson
junction, which is equivalent to the Josephson energy EJ (see Eqn. 3.6). When |I| is
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less than but approaching Ic, the potential U(φ) can be Taylor expanded to give a
cubic approximation. This approximation enables easier calculations of a Josephson
junction's dynamics.
Fig. 3.2 shows the potential in two regimes at 0 K; the dissipative regime where
|I| > Ic and the dispersive regime where |I| < Ic. In the dissipative case, the particle is
able to escape a local trough and roll down the potential, creating an energy loss due to
the evolution of phase. In the dispersive case, the particle is trapped, oscillating about
a trough at the plasma frequency (Eqn. 3.10), with an average velocity of zero.
Phase (δ)
Po
te
nt
ia
l(
U
)
ωp(I0, Irf)
∆U(I0, Irf)
Dispersive I(t) = Irf sin(ωdt)
Dissipative I(t) = Idc = 0.5I0
Figure 3.2: Diagrams showing the dissipative (grey) and dispersive (orange) tilted
washboard regimes. The black dot represents the oscillating particle, which is able
to escape a trough in the dissipative (grey) without tunnelling. The plasma frequency
ωp and barrier height ∆U are also shown.
The amplitude bifurcation and the period doubling bifurcation take place in the dis-
persive regime, meaning they are suitable for qubit read-out as their responses are fast
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and non-dissipative. The likelihood of observing an amplitude or period doubling bi-
furcation is determined by varying |I|, which modulates the shape of the potential,U(φ).
3.2 Rf SQUIDs
An rf superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) is made by interrupting
a superconducting loop with a single Josephson junction. In this work, the non-linear
current-phase relationship of the rf SQUID is exploited to generate different types of
bifurcation.
A potential difference V across the Josephson junction is generated by a change in
magnetic flux Φ according to V = Φ˙. Considering the magnetic field Be, the magnetic
flux Φe of an rf SQUID of loop area A can be approximated using,
Φext =
∫
~B d ~A . (3.13)
This expression can be combined with the Josephson junction phase-voltage relation
given in Eqn. 3.2 to obtain
φ = 2pi
Φ
Φ0
, (3.14)
where Φ0 = h/2e is the magnetic flux quantum.
To access the net flux Φ in an rf SQUID, the circulating loop current I should also
be considered, giving
Φ = Φext − LI. (3.15)
In this equation, L and I represent the loop inductance and circulating current, respect-
ively. The circulating current occurs due to a phase drop mainly across the Josephson
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junction, and so takes the form of Eqn. 3.1. By combining Eqn.'s 3.15 and 3.14, the
phase relation becomes
φ = φext − 2piL
Φ0
Ic sinφ = φext − βL sinφ, (3.16)
where φext is the external phase φext = 2piΦext/Φ0[37]. In Eqn. 3.16, the
2piL
Φ0
Ic term
corresponds to the SQUID parameter βL. The SQUID parameter is discussed in more
detail in the next section of this thesis. The circulating current in an rf SQUID is
therefore,
I = Ic sin[2pi(1− Φext
Φ0
)].
The effective inductance of a circuit element is given by its current-flux characteristic
L0 = (∂I/∂Φ)
−1. Considering the geometric inductance of the superconducting loop in
an rf SQUID (LG), the rf SQUID's inductance is expressed by
L0 =
LG
(1 + βL cosφ)
. (3.17)
3.2.1 The squid parameter
By inspecting Eqn. 3.16, it is clear that the magnitude of βL determines the nature of
the rf SQUID's dependence of total flux Φ with applied flux Φext. When βL < 1.0 the
Φ(Φext) dependency is single valued. However should βL ≥ 1, the Φ(Φext) dependence
of the rf SQUID becomes hysteretic, meaning at some positions in Φext, the total flux
can take one of two values, depending on the sign of dΦext/dt, where t is time. The
positions in Φext where multi-valued solutions occur obey Φe = pi + 2pin, where n is
the integer of flux quantum. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 using Eqn. 3.16,
which is applied using Python.
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Figure 3.3: Theoretical plot illustrating the net magnetic flux's dependence on external
magnetic flux (Φ(Φext)) for three values of βL. This plot is generated using Eqn. 3.16
for positive and negative gradients of Φext to obtain the hysteretic regions in Python.
The figure shows dispersive (βL = 0.2, 0.7) and hysteretic (βL = 1.1) regimes.
Fig. 3.3 also shows that Φ ≈ Φe when βL  1. This means that for small values
of βL, the critical current Ic is too small to yield a phase drop to create a single flux
quantum in the loop, i.e. LIc  Φ0, φ 2pi [37].
Chapter 4
Josephson elements in resonators
Many non-linear effects, stemming from the Josephson junction, have been observed
in superconducting resonators in recent years [19, 2, 20]. This chapter focuses on non-
linear phenomena relevant to this work, which utilises the non-linear inductance of a
flux-biased rf SQUID.
Sec. 4.1 describes the modulation of the resonant frequency and quality factor of
modes coupled to rf SQUIDs. This section is followed by theoretical introductions to the
amplitude (Sec. 4.4) and period doubling (Sec. 4.5) bifurcation in a superconducting
resonator. The flux-dependence of the non-linearities giving rise to each bifurcation in
this work's case is described in Sec. 4.5.3.
Although this chapter focuses on non-linear effects generated by Josephson non-
linearities, it should also be noted that a bare, thin film superconducting resonator has
an intrinsic non-linear kinetic inductance, which also allows amplitude bifurcations to
be generated. Also, should a superconducting resonator be current biased, without a
Josephson element, there is also potential to access a quadratic non-linear inductance
which gives rise to the period doubling bifurcation. However, we focus on bifurcations
stemming from the Josephson potential, as this enables us to access stronger non-
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linearities for each effect, which provides a higher sensitivity to circuit parameters.
4.1 Flux dependence of the resonant frequency
Modes of the superconducting cavity described in this work have a tunable frequency
of resonance due to the presence of rf SQUID(s) in the transmission line. These rf
SQUIDs are positioned at l/3 and 2l/3 of the cavity length (l). The resonant frequency
exhibits tuning as an external field Φext is applied, as the field modulates the rf SQUID's
inductance (see Eqn. 3.17), which in turn shifts the cavity's frequency of resonance.
Due to Eqn. 3.17, the flux-dependence (Φext/Φ0) of the resonant frequency (fres) is
modulated according to
fres
f0
=
[
1 +
α
1 + βL| cos 2pi ΦΦ0 |
]
−1/2, (4.1)
where the participation ratio α = NL0/LR represents the ratio of the rf SQUID in-
ductance L0, and the resonator inductance LR for N = 2 SQUIDs. The bare resonant
frequency of the resonator is given by f0 = 1/
√
LRC. The SQUID screening parameter
βL (see Sec. 3.2.1) is a ratio of the geometric inductance LG and the Josephson induct-
ance of the rf SQUID LJ , according to βL = 2piLGIc/Φ0 = LG/LJ . The internal flux
(Φ) in an rf SQUID is calculated using a transcendental solution of Eqn. 3.16.
Fig. 4.1 shows the flux dependence of fres/f0, for three values of βL.
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Figure 4.1: Theoretical plot of the resonant frequency's flux dependence, for three
values of βL. Plotted using Eqn. 4.1.
4.2 Flux modulation of the quality factor
This section describes how the quality factor of resonant modes in a cavity are modu-
lated as a function of external flux.
The quality factor of the nth mode of a cavity is governed by the round trip time of
a photon (trt), the fractional energy loss per cycle (E) and its resonant frequency (ωn)
[13], according to
Qn = fntrt
2pi
E%
, (4.2)
where trt is calculated using the system's input/output reflection coefficients (rin/rout)
via P = 1 − |1 − rinrout|2. It can be shown that the quality factor of the nth mode
follows
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Qn =
2pi(n+ 1)
4Z20ω
2
n(Cin + Cout)
=
pi(n+ 1)
8Z20ω
2
n(Cin + Cout)
, (4.3)
where ωn = 2pif0. Therefore, by substituting Eqn. 4.1 into Eqn. 4.3, we arrive at the
following equation for the quality factor's dependence on reduced flux:
Qn =
pi(n+ 1)
8Z20(Cin + Cout)
f0
[
1 +
1 + βL| cos 2piΦΦ0 |
α
]
. (4.4)
Eqn. 4.4 is calculated for three values of βL for this system's parameters in Fig.
4.2. The quality factors shown are normalised according to the maximum Q observed
at βL = 1.1.
Figure 4.2: Theoretical plot of the quality factor's dependence on external flux, for
three values of βL using α = 0.002, Cin = Cout = 10 fF and Z0 = 50. Plotted using
Eqn. 4.1. The quality factors shown here are normalised.
One interesting explanation behind the tunability of the quality factor is given by
A. Palacios-Laloy et al [38]. This explanation argues that the quality factor degrades
as the external flux approaches half-flux, due to thermal fluctuations.
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4.3 Effective inductance
Experimentally, the resonator studied in this work has rf SQUIDs inserted along the
transmission line at positions where the current oscillations are not maximised. There-
fore the Josephson inductance LJ is suppressed by a dimensionless factor aL, giving
an effective Josephson inductance L∗J = aLLJ . The suppression factor (aL) should be
considered when calculating circuit parameters from fitting variables, such as the parti-
cipation ratio and squid parameter. More essentially, the suppression factor should be
considered for maximising the coupling to the drive and response mode of the period
doubling bifurcation, to maximise the effect's sensitivity.
In this sample, the rf SQUIDs are embedded at l/3 and 2l/3 of the resonator's
length, therefore aL is found using
aL =
[
Iamp(xJ)
Iamp(l/2)
]2
= sin2
pixJ
l
= sin2
pi
3
=
3
4
.
If the rf SQUIDs were positioned at a mode's current maximum, the suppression factor
for that mode's effective Josephson inductance would become 1.
4.4 Amplitude bifurcations
The amplitude bifurcation is a non-linear effect that occurs in modes of a superconduct-
ing resonator that are coupled to a cubic Kerr non-linearity. The amplitude bifurcation
is observed by driving a coupled mode with sufficient force, in a distinct parameter
space. At the vicinity of the amplitude bifurcation, the mode can take one of two meta-
stable states of oscillation. Two sets of amplitude bifurcation solutions can be found
for a single mode, which can be accessed by changing the gradient of the circuit's drive
parameters. This generates the hysteresis shown in Fig. 4.3, in transitions between
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A2 → A1 and A3 → A4 states.
Figure 4.3: Theoretical plot showing the amplitude bifurcation. The amplitude bifurc-
ation's four metastable amplitude states and their trajectories A2 → A1 and A3 → A4
are labelled.
The dynamics of amplitude bifurcations in can be well explained by studying the
system's equation of motion. This equation of motion is derived from the RCSJ circuit
using Kirchhoff's current law (Eqn. 3.9). The equation of motion is given in Eqn. 4.5.
Cφ0
d2φ(t)
dt2
+
φ0
R
dφ(t)
dt
+ Ic sinφ(t) = I sinωt+ IN(t) (4.5)
Eqn. 4.5 describes a non-linear, damped and anharmonic oscillator. In this equation, φ
is the gauge invariant phase difference between the Josephson junction's superconduct-
ing electrodes, C is the shunting capacitor, R is the shunting resistor. The right hand
term of Eqn. 4.5 represents the ac drive, which has a current I and a frequency ω. The
noise current IN(t) represents the thermal noise of the driving source's impedance R
[39].
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When considering small phase oscillations, a Taylor expansion can be applied to the
Josephson supercurrent term, giving
Cφ0
d2φ
dt2
+
φ0
R
dφ
dt
+ Ic(φ− φ3/3! + ...) = Ic sinωt+ IN(t) (4.6)
Eqn. 4.6 represents a second order differential equation with a cubic non-linearity,
which is also known as a Duffing oscillator. It is useful to make this comparison, as the
dynamics of the Duffing oscillator are well understood, due to G. Duffing's interest in the
spring hardening effect in mechanical systems and M. Dykman's work on fluctuations in
non-linear systems [40]. In comparison with a mechanic Duffing oscillator, the damping
term, driving force and angular frequency of the driving force corresponds to R, I and
ω, respectively.
On a side note, in this field's literature, the amplitude bifurcation is frequently re-
ferred to as the Josephson bifurcation amplifier (JBA). However, due to results from
this work, now two bifurcations may be observed within a superconducting resonator.
Therefore this thesis refers to the working principle of the JBA as the amplitude bi-
furcation.
4.4.1 Duffing oscillator
This section describes the Duffing oscillator in more detail, in the mechanical analogue.
The derivations included in this subsection follow those described in L. D. Landau's
Mechanics Volume 1 [41]. The equivalent equation of motion in the mechanical ana-
logue is given in Eqn. 4.7, where m, λ, f , β, γ represents the particle mass, damping
coefficient, driving force, cubic non-linear coefficient and angular frequency of the drive.
x¨+ 2λx˙+ ω20x = (f/m) cos(γt)− αx− ρx3. (4.7)
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Considering the case where the oscillator is driven near resonance (i.e γ = ω0 + ), the
amplitude b of a damped and forced oscillator can be shown to be
b2[(2 − κb2)2 + λ2] = f 2/4m2ω20. (4.8)
In this expression, κ describes the dependence of non-linear coefficients, and is given
by κ = 3ρ/8ω0. The presence of the non-linear terms in Eqn. 4.7 creates an amplitude
dependence of the eigenfrequency, ω0 + κb
2 [41]. When κ > 0(κ < 0) the oscillator's
maximum amplitude has positive(negative) shifts from  = 0. The case where κ > 0 is
shown in Fig. 4.4 for three driving force conditions.
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical plot showing the amplitude bifurcation. The amplitude bifurc-
ation's four metastable amplitude states and their trajectories are labelled.
For a sufficiently small drive force f ≈ 0, the amplitude b is symmetrical about
detuning values  = 0, forming a Lorentzian curve. In this case, Eqn. 4.8 is reduced to
b2[(2 − λ)2] = f 2/4m2ω20. This case is shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.4. For the case
where f > fK , Eqn. 4.8 has three real roots, which correspond to the portions of Fig.
4.4 labelled BCDE. For f > fk, the system has two stable trajectories and an unstable
region shown in orange. The range of unstable solutions (orange) is determined by
the condition db/d = ∞ and the maximum amplitude is given by db/d = 0. The
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trajectory of points CD can be found by simultaneously solving Eqn. 4.8 and
2 − 4κb2+ 3κb4 + λ2 = 0. (4.9)
4.4.2 The transition rate
Transitions between metastable states in the amplitude bifurcation (labelledA2 → A1 or
A3 → A4 in Fig. 4.3) are stochastic processes. The probability of a transition is tuned
using circuit parameters including drive power and frequency. The each transition's
escape rate (Γ) can be found analytically using results from M. Dykman's 1980 paper,
which describing fluctuations in non-linear systems near bifurcations, and Kramer's
formula [42, 40, 43, 10].
The escape rate describes the width of a switching curve, which follows Psw =
1−e−Γτ0 , where τ0 is the observation time. For both the amplitude and period doubling
bifurcation, Γ is proportional to ke∆W/Teff , where ∆W is the potential well height an
k is dependent on the well curvature, or oscillation frequency [43, 5]. The width of
the amplitude bifurcation switching curve is proportional to T 2/3, therefore switching
curves should be measured at base temperature for maximised sensitivity to circuit
parameters including drive power, drive frequency and external flux.
4.5 Period doubling bifurcations
As described in Sec. 1.1, the period doubling bifurcation occurs when a mode of a tuned
superconducting resonator is driven sufficiently, causing a sharp signal to be generated
at the half-drive frequency. Photons can be down-converted in the period doubling
effect provided both the drive and response mode interact with a Kerr coefficient, β. A
schematic diagram of the period doubling bifurcation is given in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The period doubling bifurcation effect. Diagram shows a drive tone, which
results in abrupt down-conversion of photons at the half-drive frequency.
For one resonance mode, depending on drive conditions, two period doubling trans-
itions can be observed. These are labelled 0  A1 and A2  0 in Fig. 4.5. These
transitions are separated by an bistable region, which is indicated by a dashed line.
In this work, the quadratic non-linearity is achieved by flux biasing rf SQUIDs,
creating an non-linear inductance with odd and even terms. By using an rf SQUID,
we have the ability to tune, and even completely suppress the non-linearity governing
the period doubling bifurcation. Also, if current bias Josephson junctions were used,
as described in ref. [5], the maximal β value is not accessible, as here the current bias
Ib would equal the junction's critical current Ic.
4.5.1 Equivalent electric circuit model for a non-linear element
This section describes how the amplitude and phase of the period doubling bifurcation
are defined in our system. Derivations included in this section heavily follow those
described in ref. [44]. The non-linear coefficients derived in this section are then
explored as a function of flux in Sec. 4.7. The period doubling bifurcation's amplitude
as a function of drive power and flux is then modelled in Sec. 4.5.4.
The period doubling bifurcation in a superconducting cavity can be explored by
analysing the system's equivalent LRC circuit. This circuit is shown in Fig. 4.6. It
consists of a driven, resonant cavity of capacitance Cres and inductance Lres, and also
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a non-linear inductor Ln.
Lres
Ln
Cres
Reff
Vd(t) = V0 cos 2ωt
Figure 4.6: The equivalent LRC circuit for a driven cavity with a tunable non-linear
inductance. The ac driving voltage (Vd), tunable non-linear inductor (Ln), resonator
inductance (Lres) and capacitance (Cres) are included.
The equation of motion of the circuit shown in Fig. 4.6 with respect to charge (q)
is given by,
(Lres + Ln)q¨ +Reff q˙ + C
−1
resq = V0 cos 2ωt. (4.10)
This equation includes the inductance of the non-linear element Ln, effective resistance
Reff = Rline(Z∞ω0Cout)2, capacitance Cres = 2/piZ∞ω0, bare resonance frequency ω0 =
(LresCres)
−1/2, line impedance Z∞ = (L/C)1/2 = 50 Ω and drive amplitude V0. The
drive frequency used for the period doubling case is 2ω ≈ 2ω0 = 2(LresCres)−1/2. The
amplitude of the drive V0 is proportional to the drive mode's quality factorQ2, according
to V0 ∝ Q2 = Rs/(Lres(2ω)/Cres(2ω))1/2 = 2Rs/piZ∞.
The inductance of the non-linear element (Ln) is given by
Ln = aLL0(1 + bq˙ + cq¨
2 + ...) = aL(L0 + L0bq˙ + L0cq¨
2 + ...), (4.11)
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where L0 describes the Josephson inductance of the non-linear element in the limit
of a small signal. The non-linearity of the circuit element is expressed by coefficients
b and c. The definition of parameters L0, b and c depend on the type of Josephson
element embedded in the LRC circuit. In Sec. 4.5.2 we consider the case where the
non-linear element in the circuit is a flux-biased, rf SQUID.
Using Eqn. 4.11, the equation of motion expressed in Eqn. 4.10 can be written as
q¨ +
Reff
(Lres + aL(L0 + L0bq˙ + L0cq¨2 + ...)
q˙ +
1
[Lres + aL(L0 + L0bq˙ + L0cq¨2 + ...)]Cres
q
=
V0
Lres + aL(L0 + L0bq˙ + L0cq¨2 + ...)
cos 2ωt.
Which can also be expressed as,
q¨ +
Reff
(Lres + aLL0)
q˙ +
1
(Lres + aLL0)Cres
q =
V0
Lres + aLL0
cos 2ωt. (4.12)
By neglecting higher order terms, replacing dots for time differentials, adding coef-
ficients θ˜, ω˜0, β˜ and γ˜, Eqn. 4.12 can be expanded as,
d2
dt2
q + 2θ˜
d
dt
q + ω˜20q
[
1 + β˜
dq
dt
+ γ˜
dq2
dt
+ ...
]
=
V0
Lres + aLL0
cos 2ωt. (4.13)
The coefficients θ˜, ω˜0, β˜ and γ˜ in Eqn. 4.13 are defined by Eqn.'s 4.14-4.17.
θ˜ = Reff/2(Lres + aLL0) (4.14)
ω˜20 = [(Lres + aLL0)Cres]
−1 (4.15)
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β˜ = −
[
aLL0
Lres
]
b (4.16)
γ˜ = −
[
aLL0
Lres
]
c (4.17)
By normalising the charge (q) using q = (Icω)x, introducing a dimensionless time
τ = ωt and frequency detuning ξ = 1−ω˜20/ω2, Eqn. 4.13 can be reduced to the following
expression,
x¨+ x˙ = ξx− 2θx˙+ βxx˙+ γxx˙2 + 3P cos 2τ. (4.18)
In this expression, dots denote derivatives with respect to dimensionless time. The
coefficients used in this expression are defined as,
3P =
V0
ωLresIc
=
2apCinRsVin
LresIc
2θ =
2θ˜
ω
=
Reff
ω(Lres + aLL0)
β = −β˜Ic =
[
aLL0
Lres
]
Icb
γ = −γ˜I2c =
[
aLL0
Lres
]
Icc.
The solution to Eqn. 4.18 can be shown to be x(τ) = y(τ)−P cos 2τ , where y(τ) is
the oscillation frequency at ω, given by
y = A cos(τ − α), y˙ = −A sin(τ − α)
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with
x˙ = −A sin(τ − α) + 2P sin 2τ.
In these expressions, A and α are the slow-varying amplitude and phase of the
signal at the half-drive frequency, relative to the drive. The amplitude and phase can
be determined using Eqn. 4.19.
 A˙
Aα˙
 = − τ+2pi∫
τ
dτ
2pi
F (x, x˙, τ)
 sin(τ − α)
cos(τ − α)
 (4.19)
In this expression, the function in the integrand (F (x, x˙, τ)) is defined by Eqn. 4.18,
giving
F (x, x˙, τ) = ξx− 2θx˙+ βxx˙+ γxx˙2.
The equations for A and α are obtained by averaging over the period of oscillations
expressed by x(τ) = y(τ)−P cos 2τ . This gives the following pair of reduced equations
for the amplitude and phase, namely
A˙ = −θA− 1
4
βPA cos 2α (4.20)
and
Aα˙ =
1
2
ξA− 1
4
βPA sin 2α− 1
4
γA3. (4.21)
This result is similar to that found in ref. [5], with the coefficient transformations
α→ pi
4
− αref , β → 2βref , γ → −32γref .
Eqn. 4.20 and 4.21 are applied in Sec. 4.5.4 for modelling the frontier of the period
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doubling bifurcation as a function of drive power and detuning. It is also important to
note that this derivation is only accurate up to the second order, and therefore it will
not hold for high drive powers.
4.5.2 Equivalent electric circuit model for two rf SQUIDs
Now we have obtained expressions describing the period doubling bifurcation's amp-
litude and phase, we consider the explicit case where the non-linear element (Ln) is
replaced with two, flux-biased rf SQUIDs.
When an rf SQUID is driven with an ac signal (q˙) in an external field (Φext), two
currents are split between the rf SQUID's superconducting loop and Josephson junction.
The total current (I) through the rf SQUID is expressed by
I = Idc + q˙ =
Φ
LG
+ Ic sinφ =
Φ0
2pi
1
L
φ+ Ic sinφ = Ic(β
−1
L φ+ sinφ).
We consider the case where βL < 1, therefore the current-phase relation is single-valued
and the internal flux Φ is governed by Eqn. 3.15 in Sec. 3.2.1.
A function φ = f(l) can be introduced, which is the reverse of I = Icφ
βL
+ Ic sinφ,
Φ =
Φ0
2pi
φ =
Φ0
2pi
f(l).
The dc flux in the rf SQUID is therefore given by Φdc =
Φ0
2pi
f(Idc). The voltage (V ) due
to the rf current is given by the differential of the flux with respect to time,
V =
dΦ
dt
=
Φ0
2pi
df(q˙)
dl
q¨.
If we introduce the derivative g(l) = f ′(l), where g(l) is a periodic function of current
I with a period ∝ Φ/L, we can describe the total voltage (Vtot) to be,
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Vtot = N
Φ0
2pi
df(q˙)
dl
q¨ = N
Φ0
2pi
g(q˙)q¨ (4.22)
where N is the number of rf SQUIDs in the array, or unity for the case of a single rf
SQUID.
For the condition I = Idc, the function g(I) can be presented as a Taylor series
g(q) = g(Idc) +
dg(Idc)
dl
q˙ +
1
2
d2g(Idc)
dl2
q˙2 + ... (4.23)
By comparing Eqn. 4.11, 4.22 and 4.23 we obtain the following parameters for one
SQUID.
L0 = (
Φ0
2pi
)g(Idc)
b =
1
g(Idc)
dg(Idc)
dl
c =
1
2g(Idc)
d2g(Idc)
dl2
For βL < 1, these coefficients can be explicitly via a small perturbation to be:
b =
1
Ic
β2L sinφdc
(1 + βL cosφdc)2
c =
1
2I2c
β3L
(1 + βL cosφdc)3
.
The dimensionless parameters for an array of N SQUIDs are given by the following
expressions.
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β = −
(
aLNL0
Lres
)
β2L sinφdc
(1 + βL cosφdc)2
(4.24)
γ = −
(
aLNL0
2Lres
)
β3L
(1 + βL cosφdc)3
(4.25)
where L0 is the effective inductance of an individual rf SQUID, which is given by Eqn.
3.17.
4.5.3 Flux modulation of non-linear coefficients
This section studies the flux dependence of the Kerr coefficients derived in the previous
section. Fig. 4.7. shows the dependence of the β and γ non-linear coefficients, expressed
by Eqn. 4.25 and 4.24, over a flux quantum.
Figure 4.7: The dependence of the non-linear coefficients γ and β as a function of
reduced flux. γ, β are calculated with Eqn. 4.25 and 4.24 respectively, using a field-
dependent phase calculated using Eqn. 3.16. Solid, dashed and dash-dotted line shows
Kerr coefficients calculated with SQUID parameters βL = 0.9, 0.7 and 0.3. Calculated
using the following parameters: aL = 3/4, N = 2, LG = 0.5 and Lres = 1.0.
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Fig. 4.7 also demonstrates the importance of having rf SQUIDs with βL values in
a certain range; they must not exceed 1 to avoid hysteresis, but also should be large
to increase the Kerr non-linearity strength so bifurcations can be observed. This is
important, as the quadratic coefficient β that governs the period doubling bifurcation
as the amplitude of β is proportional to β2L. β is maximised at Φe/Φ0 = 0.399, 0.479
and 0.496 for βL values of 0.3, 0.7 and 0.9, respectively. The value of reduced flux that
exhibits a maximised β coefficient is independent of aL, N , LG and Lres, but is largely
dependent on βL, and therefore the critical current Ic(T ) also.
4.5.4 Modelling the period doubling frontier
The shape of the period doubling frontier, as a function of drive frequency and power,
can be modelled using the two equations for the slow variables, A˙ and Aα˙, which are
given by Eqn. 4.20 and 4.21.
To make modelling these expressions simpler, α can be eliminated by squaring,
adding and simplifying Eqn.'s 4.20 and 4.21. This gives the following expression,
(
4θ
βP
)2
+
(
2ξ
βP
)2
− ξγ
(
A
βP
)2
+
(
γA2
βP
)2
− 1 = 0. (4.26)
This expression can be solved for the amplitude of oscillations at the half-drive, for
an array of drive powers (P ) and detunings (ξ). The detuning boundary for amplitude
solutions can be found by setting A = 0 in Eqn. 4.26, and re-arranging for ξ, giving,
ξ =
1
2
√
(βP )2 − (4θ)2. (4.27)
Fig. 4.8 shows a theoretical plot of A2 solutions using Eqn.'s 4.26 and 4.27, to show
the period doubling frontier as a function of P and ξ.
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Figure 4.8: The dependence of A2 as a function of detuning (ξ) and drive power (P ),
as calculated using Eqn.'s 4.26 and 4.27.
4.5.5 Stability diagram
The stability diagram shows the period doubling bifurcation's varying energy potentials
for regions of drive (P ) and detuning (ξ) space. These potentials are derived in ref. [5]
using results from ref. [40]. The boundaries between each region are determined by the
parameters defined in Sec. 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.9: Stability diagram of the period doubling bifurcation. Figure shows multiple
potentials that occur in different positions in drive and detuning space. Taken from ref.
[5].
Between the solid line, two stability diagrams are observed. These correspond to
the transitions labelled 0  A1 and A2  0 in Fig. 4.5. These potentials are symmetric,
which allows transitions into either the left or right well, which are separated by a pi
phase shift.
4.5.6 The transition rate
The escape rate (Γ) governs the probability of a state transition in both the amplitude
and period doubling bifurcation. The probability of a state transition in the PDB
regime is also calculated analytically using results from M. Dykman and Kramer's
formula [42, 40, 43, 10, 5].
In the period doubling bifurcation scheme, probability of switching Psw is governed
by the expression Psw = 1 − e−Γτ0 , where τ0 is the observation time. The Kramer
formula for a switch from the zero amplitude state to a finite state is given by:
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Γ = 2(ωA/2pi)e
−∆W/Teff , (4.28)
where ωA is proportional to the well curvature (Eqn. 4.29) and ∆W is the barrier height
(Eqn. 4.30) and Teff is the effective temperature [5]. The coefficients can be calculated
using the formulae below [5].
ωA = 2
√
2aω = ω
|δξ|√
2
√
η2 − 1 (4.29)
a = −δξ˜
4
√
η2 − 1
b =
3
32
γ˜
√
η2 − 1
η = β˜P/2θ
∆W = a2/4b ∝ (ξ − ξ−)2 (4.30)
Fig. 4.10 shows the dependence of Teff on the width of Psw vs detuning switching
curves, given by Eqn.'s 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30.
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Figure 4.10: Theoretical plot showing the switching probability as a function of detun-
ing, for multiple effective temperatures. This plot is made by applying Eqn.'s 4.28, 4.29
and 4.30.
The detuning width of the switching curves shown broadens as Teff increases, which
is expected as the width δξ is proportional to
√
Teff below saturation. For the amp-
litude bifurcation, δξ ∝ T 2/3 [5]. This is important to consider, as the width of the
PDB switching curve characterises its sensitivity as a threshold detector.
Chapter 5
Measurement setup
At the start of this Ph.D project, the cryostat designated for measurements had no rf
circuit installed. Therefore the first task carried out in this Ph.D involved installing
a microwave circuit from 300 K to the mixing chamber stage. This required careful
installation of numerous normal and superconducting coaxial cables, along with atten-
uators, circulators and cryogenic amplifiers where necessary.
This chapter includes a description of the dilution unit (Sec. 5.1) and the microwave
experiment used for measurements (Sec. 5.2).
5.1 The cryogenic system
The cryostat used in this work is a Cryoconcept dilution refrigerator (model DR-JT-S-
400-10), as shown in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of the dilution refrigerator used in this work. Photograph shows
the cold plate, some coaxial lines, circulators and the mixing chamber stage. The sample
used in this project is not mounted onto the mixing chamber in this photograph.
Dilution refrigerators reach sub-millikelvin temperatures by continuously diluting
He3 to He4 using circulation pumps, heat exchangers, impedances and pre-cooling stages
in a closed cycle [45, 46]. 3He is usually pre-cooled from 4.2 K to 1.2 − 1.5 K using
a 1K-pot. A 1K-pot uses evaporative cooling of 4He to pre-cool the 3He gas. This
Cryoconcept dilution refrigerator instead uses the Joule-Thomson effect for pre-cooling.
The Joule-Thomson stage pre-cools by forcing incoming 3He gas to expand through a
nozzle, which decreases its temperature to 1.2− 1.5 K.
Heat transfer between the IVC and OVC is achieved using 4He exchange gas, at ap-
proximately ≥ 10−4 mbar. Although inserting 4He gas into the IVC is trivial, removing
it takes many hours of pumping. Exchange gases can be controlled in a cryostat using
a sorb stage, which adsorbs(desorbs) 4He at temperatures below(above) ∼ 30 K. The
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activated charcoal binds to a large number of gas molecules, including 4He, due to the
van der Waals force. To speed warming and cooling of the cryostat, a new sorb stage
was designed and installed for this project. For future users, details regarding the new
sorb pump are given in the Appendix of this thesis.
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5.2 The microwave set-up
The cryogenic, microwave circuit used in this thesis is shown in Fig. 5.2.
10mK
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4 K
300 K
Cold plate
41 2 3
Coil
bias
 1dB
 
50Ω
50Ω
Shield
Cu/Cu
NbTi
SS/SS
 1dB
 1dB
 1dB
 1dB
 1dB
 1dB
 1dB
 1dB
Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the rf experiment installed onto the cryostat in this
work.
This circuit uses numerous coaxial lines of different materials, three circulators,
a amplifier at the 4.2 K stage and several attenuators at various stages. All lines,
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attenuators and circulators shown are thermalised at each relevant stage of the cryostat
using a variety of copper clamps that were designed in this work.
The following subsections describe each of the microwave components used in greater
detail.
Coaxial cables
Coaxial cables are used for transmitting microwave signals through the cryostat with
a fixed impedance of Z0 = 50 Ω. The impedance of a coaxial cable is given by Z0 =
60/ξr ln b/a, where a is the inner cable radius and b is the outer cable radius [29].
Various materials are used in this set-up, to minimise thermal conductivity between
stages whilst maintaining good electrical conductivity.
Four rf lines were installed onto the dilution refrigerator, although only two are
required for this experiment. Four Cu/SS/CuBe cables are used between the 300 K and
4.2 K flange. These lines pass through a series of baes, ensuring thermal radiation
from 300 K does not reach the 4.2 K stage. The outers of all four lines are thermally
anchored to the 4.2 K stage using copper clamps. Fig. 5.3 shows the transmission
spectrum of lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 with no attenuators attached from above 300 K flange
to before the 4.2 K flange.
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Figure 5.3: S21 data from the Cu/CuBe/SS coaxial cables installed from 300K to 4 K.
Line 1 is designated as the output line due to its low attenuation. Line 4 is used as the
input line for transmission measurements. The shaded region shows the bandwidth of
measurements used in this work.
Line 4 is chosen as the output line due to its reduced loss within this work's band-
width of operation (shaded in orange). As shown by Fig. 5.2, beneath the 4 K flange,
lines 1, 2 and 3 reach the mixing chamber stage via three 90 cm SS/SS coax cables,
which are thermally anchored to each stage of the fridge using copper clamps and atten-
uators. The output line 4 goes from the 4.2 K flange into a Starski cryogenic amplifier
via a 10 cm Cu/Cu coax cable. The output line reaches the mixing chamber from
the amplifier output via three superconducting, NbTi, coax cables, three circulators,
thermalising clamps and attenuators. Input line 1 and output line 4 are then connected
to the sample holder, which is anchored onto the mixing chamber, via short Cu/Cu
coax cables.
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Attenuators
Attenuators are passive microwave components that lower an input signal's amplitude
by an amount expressed in dB. In cryogenic circuits, attenuators are used for reducing
thermal noise transferred from warmer to colder stages of a dilution refrigerator. The
value of attenuation required between two stages of the dilution refrigerator is calculated
by calculating the ratio of temperatures at each stage. For example, the attenuation
between the 4 K and a mixing chamber at 10 mK equals 4/0.01 = 400 = 26 dB.
This experiment uses attenuators purchased from Midwest Microwave, which are
thermally anchored to the dilution unit using copper clamps. There is minimal atten-
uation in this circuit's drive lines, as this experiment requires large drive powers to
guarantee observation of the period doubling bifurcation. This should be modified for
single microwave photon measurements. This is important, as otherwise black-body
radiation may be mistaken for drive photons, due to a bad signal-to-noise ratio.
Circulators
A circulator is a passive device that provides noise isolation in one direction of trans-
mission. This experiment uses a single and double circulator in series. Both circulators
used have a bandwidth of ≈ 4− 8 GHz. The S21 scattering parameter as a function of
frequency for each circulator is given in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: S21 scattering parameter as a function of frequency through the single and
double circulator, for two directions of transmission.
The double circulator is installed at the cold plate to reduce thermal noise coming
from the cryogenic amplifier and warmer stages of the cryostat. A single circulator
is added before the mixing chamber stage to minimise the thermal noise that reaches
the sample. The total isolation provided by the two circulators is ≈ 45 dB between
4− 8 GHz.
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Cryogenic low noise amplifier
The cryogenic amplifier used in this work is a Starski low noise amplifier. This amplifier
has a bandwidth of 4− 8 GHz, a gain of approximately 37 dB and a noise temperature
of < 4.2 K, as shown in Fig. 5.5. The amplifier is attached to the 4.2 K stage using a
copper, thermalising clamp.
Figure 5.5: The gain (dB) and noise (K) as a function of frequency, of the cryogenic
amplifier used in this work, measured by Starski.
For maximised gain, the amplifier's drain voltage is kept at 0.6 V and the gate
voltage is feed-backed to keep a source drain current of 3.5 mA. Typically this leads to
a gate voltage of 0.09 V. The amplifier's drain voltage is set using a Low Noise Factory
(LNF-PS_3) power supply.
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Room temperature amplifiers
The majority of measurements included in this thesis use two room temperature ampli-
fiers placed in series. The first amplifier used in this chain is the Miteq (AFS3-04000800-
09-CR-4) amplifier, which has a noise temperature of up to 66 K and a gain of 31 dB
in the range of 4− 8 GHz. The second amplifier is an AML amplifier from Microsemi,
which has a larger noise temperature of 290 K, and a larger bandwidth 0− 20 GHz, for
a gain of 35 dB.
5.2.1 Flux modulation
The flux biasing measurements across a superconducting coil are taken using a Yoko-
gowa 7651 dc power source across a 10 kΩ bias resistor. The NbTi coil has a room
temperature resistance of 604 Ω. The coil is located behind the sample holder in the
mixing chamber.
5.2.2 Sample PCB
To measure samples fabricated at PTB, a new PCB had to be designed and manufac-
tured for the sample holder. As this PCB is used to transmit microwave frequencies
up to 20 GHz, it was designed using a conductor-backed CPW transmission line. A
CPW may be described as being conductor-backed if it has a single ground plane on
the opposite side of the dielectric substrate. Vias are used to connect the top ground
planes to the single bottom ground plane. The PCB's design is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Diagram showing the design of the front and back view of the TMM10i
PCB, which was manufactured by pcll.net. Dimensions given are in millimetres. This
design file omits vias between between the ground planes on the front and back view.
As discussed in Sec. 2.4, CPW transmission lines consist of a central transmission
line of width w and two metallic ground planes, which are separated by a gap s. The
dielectric used for this PCB is the Rogers' material TMM10i, which is isotropic with a
relative permittivity (r) of 9.8 ± 0.26. The ratio of w and s can be calculated using
Eqn. 2.15 as described in Sec. 2.4 for a matching impedance Z0 = 50 Ω. Fig. 5.7 shows
the impedance calculated from an array of s/w values using Eqn. 2.15.
Figure 5.7: Impedance as a function of the ratio of the transmission line's separation
spacing s and the central line width w, calculated using Eqn. 2.15.
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Rogers recommend calculating w and s using their Microwave Impedance Calculator
software, which also considers the thickness of the conductor and dielectric layers for
calculating these dimensions. The values of s and w generated for a TMM10i thickness
of 1.27 mm using Rogers' Microwave Impedance Calculator are 260 µm and 500 µm,
respectively, giving a ratio of 0.54. Fig. 5.8 shows a screen shot of the Rogers software
used for calculating the PCB's CPW geometry.
Figure 5.8: Rogers' Microwave Impedance Calculator software.
For an impedance of 50 Ω, the s/w calculated using Roger's software is 0.524, and
the ratio calculated using Eqn. 2.15 is 0.407. The difference between the ratios arises
because Eqn. 2.15 does not consider a conductor-backed CPW. Because of this, the
s/w ratio calculated by the Rogers' software was used for the design of this PCB.
The distance between the vias that connect the front ground planes to the single
back ground plane is determined by the working frequency range of the device. As a rule
of thumb, the lines should be 1/20λ apart on a copper conductor backed CPW, to avoid
creating spurious resonance modes within the PCB. Given that the upper bandwidth
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of this rf circuit is 9 GHz, the minimum vias spacing is 1.9 mm, but to extend the
PCB's upper bandwidth, instead a 1 mm spacing is used as this did not increase the
manufacturing cost.
The PCB's ground places do not surround the milled area for the sample as the
sample's ground planes do not cover the entire chip. However, this set-up could be
improved in the future by extending both the sample and PCB ground planes to make
room for additional wire bonds for grounding.
5.2.3 Sample holder
The sample holder is attached to the mixing chamber plate via a copper arm. The
sample box is a copper, gold plated box that houses a single 3× 3 cm2 PCB, which is
secured with four screws. The PCB's transmission line is connected to the sample box's
sma connectors via two Anritsu k-connectors. The chip is connected to the PCB using
20 µm diameter aluminium wires, which were added using an ultrasound bonder at
RHUL. Prior to bonding, the chip is attached to the PCB using GE varnish. However,
silver paint is recommended for future work using this sample holder.
A photograph of the sample holder, PCB and sample is given in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Photograph of the sample holder, PCB and sample used in this work.
The sample holder is placed within a superconducting shield to reduce flux noise
and to obtain a stable magnetic field across the sample. The shield consists of a tinned
(60% tin, 40% lead) copper cylinder that is wrapped with a layer of µ-metal.
Chapter 6
The sample
6.1 Discussion of previous sample iterations
Before measuring the sample used in the bulk of this thesis, a few samples were studied
and discarded due to unfavourable design effects and circuit parameters. This section
describes two of the samples that were measured and discarded, and how their design
flaws were overcome. This section is followed by a description of the sample used in
this work.
6.1.1 Test sample 1: Two arrays of 32 rf SQUIDs
The first sample measured was a λ/2 CPW resonator with two arrays of 32 rf SQUIDs
at x = 0.55 l and x = 0.75 l. This sample was not used due to jumps observed in its
resonant frequency vs. external flux curve. An example of these jumps is shown in Fig.
6.1, between Φext
Φ0
= −0.2 and 0.0. These jumps were consistently observed between
20 mK and 4.2 K, for a range of drive powers, and were found to be hysteretic due to
βL > 1.
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Figure 6.1: Flux modulation of the λ/2 mode's resonant frequency, for 6 different drive
powers. Plot exhibits jumps between Φext
Φ0
= −0.2 and 0.0. A zoom of these jumps is
shown in the bottom figure.
As described in detail in ref. [47], these jumps occur due to a common phase drop
across the side shared by neighbouring SQUIDs within the arrays. The design of these
highly coupled rf SQUID arrays, exhibiting jumps is shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Zoom of the sample design, showing 4 of the 32 rf SQUIDs in the sample's
first array at 0.55 l. [48]
To avoid this effect, this work switched to samples with single, well separated rf
SQUIDs across the CPW transmission line.
6.1.2 Test sample 2: Two rf SQUIDs with βL > 1
The second sample tested was a λ/2 CPW resonator with single rf SQUIDs located
at x = l/3 and x = 2 l/3. Due to the large separation between SQUIDs, this sample
did not exhibit jumps described in the previous subsection. However, it did exhibit
hysteresis in the flux modulation of resonant modes, due to βL > 1. This is shown in
Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Flux modulation of the λ/2 mode's resonant frequency, using negative and
positive flux sweeps, at 4.2 mK. Plot exhibits hysteresis due to βL > 1.
As the period doubling bifurcation could be observed in this sample, we considered
ways to reduce the sample's critical current without modifying the design pattern. We
considered reducing Ic by baking the sample. In the end, we chose to measure a sample
fabricated with an oxidisation pressure increased from 3 mbar to 5 mbar, which showed
on test samples to generate 20% reduction of critical current. This sample was used
to take measurements in this thesis, and is described in more detail in the following
section.
6.2 Sample description
This section describes the sample used for measurements discussed in this thesis.
The sample consists of a niobium coplanar waveguide containing two capacitors to
create a λ/2 resonator with a fundamental mode of resonance at ≈ 4.31 GHz. To
introduce non-linearities, single Nb/AlOx/Nb rf SQUIDs are inserted in the resonant
cavity at x = l/3 and x = 2 l/3, with a resonator length l = 12.55 mm. The two
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embedded rf SQUIDs are mirrored with respect to another, as discussed in Sec. 6.2.3.
Figure 6.4: (a) Schematic diagram showing measurement and sample design. (b) SEM
image of the interdigitated input capacitor. (c) SEM image of the resistor to ground
at 0.5 L. (d) SEM image of the tri-layer r.f. SQUID at 0.33 L. The area of the small
Josephson junction that governs the dominant non-linearities in the circuit is 2.25 µm2.
SEM image taken with assistance from Connor Shelly at NPL.
The rf SQUIDs are inserted into the transition line at x = l/3 and x = 2 l/3 to
ensure non-linearities are coupled to the drive (second) and response (fundamental)
mode of resonance, which both have non-zero current oscillation amplitudes at these
positions, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: The current I(l) (orange) and voltage V (l) (grey) standing wave distribu-
tions for a λ/2 resonator for the first three modes of resonance. Positions where each
rf SQUIDs is inserted in each mode is indicated by vertical dashed lines.
The period doubling bifurcation cannot be driven, or generated on the third mode,
as current oscillations in this mode are nodes at SQUID positions. Higher modes are
not considered as they exceed the bandwidth of the measurement circuit. The design
file for the sample measured is given in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: The design of the sample measured in this work. The dimension of the chip
shown is 0.9 × 0.9 cm2. The labels b, c, and d shown correspond to the input/output
capacitor, resistor to ground and rf SQUIDs, which are shown in SEM images in Fig.
6.4.
6.2.1 rf SQUIDs
The rf SQUIDs inserted into the cavity have a loop area of 280 µm2. The small
Josephson junction that provides the largest non-linear contribution has an overlap area
of 2.25 µm2 and a critical current of 3 µA at 100 mK. The large Josephson junction,
which is used to connect the loop, has an overlap area of 7× 7 µm2.
6.2.2 Dampening resistor
The period doubling bifurcation occurs when the drive tone (fd) and the response tone
(fd/2) overlap. Whilst designing a sample to exhibit this bifurcation, there was a
concern that the drive (second) and response (fundamental) modes of resonance would
not overlap by a factor 2, due to modes becoming anharmonic due to their coupling
with rf SQUIDs.
To ensure observation of the period doubling bifurcation, a thin-film resistor was
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introduced to dampen the driving (second) mode of resonance. The purpose of this
thin-film resistor is to broaden the drive mode, increasing the bandwidth of period
doubling bifurcation measurement attempts, ensuring an overlap. Selective dampening
is achieved by inserting the resistor at x = l/2, where voltage oscillations are at an
anti-node(node) for the fundamental(second) mode of resonance. This is shown in Fig.
6.5.
The resistor dampens the quality factor of the second mode according to Q2 =
(2/pi)Rs/Z∞, whereRs is the thin-film resistance and Z∞ is the characteristic impedance
of the line. In the absence of a thin-film resistor, the quality factor of the second mode
would follow Q2 ≈ Q1/2. The damping resistor has a design value of 3.75 kΩ.
Alternatively, the second mode could have been dampened by an array of N current-
biased Josephson junctions at x = l/2. Provided that the bias current exceeded these
junction's critical current, the array could act like a resistive element. However, a draw-
back of this method would be steady power dissipation on the chip, and potentially shot
noise occurring as the Josephson junction turn normal. An advantage of this method,
is the ability control the dampening of the drive mode without changing sample.
6.2.3 Mirrored rf SQUIDs
The first rf SQUID inserted at x = l/3 is mirrored vertically in comparison to the
second rf SQUID at x = 2 l/3. The rf SQUIDs are mirrored to ensure that non-linear
contributions from each SQUID combine constructively, as the current oscillations at
each of these positions have opposite signs. If the rf SQUIDs were not mirrored, there
is a chance that the non-linearities from each element would cancel another completely.
To ensure that the voltage oscillations have nodes(anti-nodes) for the fundamental(second)
mode of resonance at the cavity's geometric center, the rf SQUIDs are mirrored. This
is to ensure that only the drive mode is dampened, as described in Sec. 6.2.2.
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6.2.4 Capacitance
The capacitance of the input/output capacitors (Cin /Cout) can be estimated using
the design rule described in ref. [49]. This approximation gives the capacitance of
interdigitated fingers using C (fF)≈ 0.1×N ×L(µm), where N is the number of fingers
and L is the length of the fingers. In our this case, N = 8, L = 27 µm for both Cin and
Cout, giving Cin =Cout ≈ 21.6 fF.
6.2.5 Geometric inductance
The inductance of the superconducting loop within each rf SQUID can be estimated
using [50]:
LG =
µ0µr
pi
[
−2(ω + h) + 2
√
h2 + w2 + T
]
,
where w = 32 µm, h = 14 µm, d = 2.5µm and µr ≈ 1 correspond to the rf SQUID's
width, height, diameter and relative permeability. This gives an inductance correspond-
ing to 3.65× 10−11 H.
6.3 Fabrication
The samples measured in this work are fabricated by Physikalisch-Technische Bundes-
anstalt (PTB) as a part of a collaboration. Due to our collaborator's development of tri-
layer Josephson junctions fabrication [51, 52], samples are made using a Nb/AlOx/Nb
tri-layer. For full details of the fabrication process, see ref.'s [51, 52].
The trilayer is made by first depositing a 150 nm Nb base layer using dc sputtering
onto a silicon oxidised wafer. Second a 10 nm Al layer is deposited using rf-sputtering.
The oxide tunnel barrier is made by exposing the Nb/Al substrate to pure O2 at a
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pressure of 500 mbar (or 350 mbar, see Sec. 6.1.2) for 10 minutes at ≈ 20 C. Next a
150 nm Nb top layer is deposited using dc-sputtering [51]. On top of the tri-layer a
100 nm SiO2 layer is deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition. The
sample's Josephson junctions are then defined and protected using an Al layer on the
trilayer's surface, which is defined via EBL and two layers of PPMA resist. The SiO2
layer and Nb counter electrode are patterned after the other using reactive ion etching.
This creates Josephson junctions with a cross-section comparable to that shown in Fig.
6.7, from ref. [51].
Figure 6.7: Cross-section of two Nb/Al/AlOx/Nb Josephson junctions fabricated using
the tri-layer fabrication method, as discussed in ref. [51].
Chapter 7
Pre-requisite measurements
This chapter outlines pre-requisite measurements taken on the sample described in Sec.
6.2, using the microwave circuit described in Sec. 5.2.
This chapter includes a study of the resonator's first two modes of resonance, as
a function of external flux. These pre-requisite measurements are useful for setting
up period doubling bifurcation measurements, as they directly characterise the effect's
drive (λ/2) and response (λ) mode, as a function of reduced flux. Results in this section
also enable circuit parameters including the SQUID parameter (βL) to be determined,
as well as the voltage required to achieve zero flux.
All data included in this chapter is collected using continuous wave techniques, using
either a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) or a signal generator and spectrum analyser.
7.1 Wide bandwidth transmission measurement
The sample's resonant frequencies are identified using a wide bandwidth, S21 measure-
ment. Fig. 7.1 shows the sample's S21 spectrum, between 2 − 10 GHz at 4.2 K. The
frequency range of the measurement system is restricted by the the Starski cryogenic
amplifier and circulators, which share a bandwidth of 4 − 8 GHz, as discussed in Sec.
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5.
Figure 7.1: The S21 parameter as a function of frequency, at 4.2 K on the dilution
refrigerator. The fundamental and second mode of resonance shown are identified by
changing the external field.
This trace was taken with a port 1 drive drive power set to -82 dBm, to ensure
that the second (damped) mode rises above the amplifier's noise floor. In this figure,
more peaks are observed than expected for a λ/2 resonator, with a designed resonant
frequency of ≈ 4.3 GHz. Resonances away from the expected frequencies are generated
by the sample box's design and/or interruption's in the sample's CPW ground planes
due to the insertion of a resistor to ground at 0.5l.
To identify which peaks correspond to the resonator's modes, this measurement is
repeated with a change in external field. Upon changing the external magnetic field,
the resonant frequency of peaks shown near 4.3 GHz and 8.6 GHz shift. These modes
exhibit flux tunablity as both modes access the non-linear inductance provided by the
rf SQUIDs in the cavity. The rf SQUID's inductance is determined by the global flux
threading the loop of each SQUID, according to Eqn. 3.17.
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7.2 Modes of resonance
The modes of resonance are characterised by measuring the transmission across the
resonator using a VNA. Fig. 7.2 shows the S21 parameter across the fundamental mode
of resonance at 20 mK and zero flux.
Figure 7.2: S21 scattering parameter across the fundamental mode of resonance's band-
width, at 20 mK and Φext
Φ
= 0.0. Grey and orange dashed lines indicate frequency
spreads used for fitting and background subtraction. The solid grey line shows the
Lorentzian fit used to extract the resonance's quality factor and resonant frequency.
The trace appears is noisy, as it was measured with a low port 1 drive power
(−107 dBm at the sample). It was necessary to use a low drive, as this is the maximum
power that could be applied that still yielded a Lotentzian-shaped resonance. This is
due to the presence of a significant cubic non-linear coefficient in the sample, even at
zero-flux.
The frequency coordinates of scattering parameters −3 dB (1/√2 max |S21|, ) on
either side of the Lorentzian's peak are then found via interpolation of the fit given
by Eqn. 2.22. The difference between these frequencies (∆f) gives the full width half
maximum, and the quality factor can be calculated using Q = ∆f/fres, where fres is
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the resonant frequency. The extracted values of Q, fres and the modulation depth are
summarised in Table 7.1 for Φext
Φ
= 0.0 and Φext
Φ
= 0.5.
The second λ mode of resonance is shown in Fig. 7.3, also at 20 mK and Φext
Φ
= 0.0.
A higher drive power (−47 dBm) was used to measure the second resonance so that it
could be observed above the noise floor of the measurement. This mode has a lower
amplitude and broader resonance due to the resistor inserted at half of the resonator's
transmission line.
Figure 7.3: S21 scattering parameter measurement across the second mode at20 mK
and Φext
Φ
= 0.0. Grey and orange dashed lines indicate frequency spreads used for fitting
and background subtraction. The solid grey line represents the Lorentzian fit. Drive
power used is −42 dBm.
The parameters extracted from this fit are also summarised in Table. 7.1. Table.
7.1 also contains the first and second mode's Q, fres, modulation depth (∆fres) values
at both Φext
Φ
= 0.0 and Φext
Φ
= 0.5.
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Mode fres(
Φext
Φ0
= 0) fres(
Φext
Φ0
= 0.5) ∆fres Q(
Φext
Φ0
= 0) Q(Φext
Φ0
= 0.5)
λ/2 4.308 GHz 4.294 GHz 0.014 GHz 7500±500 6750±250
λ 8.614 GHz 8.597 GHz 0.017 GHz 240±10 270±10
Table 7.1: Table of fitting parameters for the first (λ/2) and second (λ) mode of reson-
ance shown in Fig. 7.2 and 7.3.
Without the damping resistor, in the over-coupled regime, we would expect the
ratio of Q1/Q2 to be approximately 2. However, due to the presence of the resistor, it
is instead ≈ 31 at zero flux.
7.3 External field beating effects
When studying the fundamental mode's resonant frequency (fres), over many flux
quantas, we observe the beating effect shown in Fig. 7.4. This result was at first
unexpected, due to the expected fres ∝ 1/| cospiΦext/Φ0| dependency, which is intro-
duced in Sec. 7.4.
Figure 7.4: Flux modulation of the fundamental mode's resonant frequency at 20 mK
for many integers of flux.
In the effect shown in Fig. 7.4, the rf SQUID's non-linear inductances construct-
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ively add at coil voltages near −5.0 and 15 V. At these positions, the rf SQUIDs are in
phase and can be described to reach a true value of zero flux, where Φext
Φ
= 0.0. On the
other hand, the inductance contributions from the rf SQUIDs combine desconstruct-
ively at coil voltages near 5.0 and 25.5 V, which dampens tunability of the resonator's
inductance, and in turn resonant frequency.
Normally the resonant frequency of a mode with access to an rf SQUID's non-linear
inductance obeys a simple relation, where fres ∝ 1/| cospiΦext/Φ0|. However, data
presented in Fig. 7.4 shows a complicated flux dependence, which appears to take the
form of two interfering cosine relations, generating beating fringe patterns. This shows
that at many coil voltages, the rf SQUID located at l/3 and 2l/3 have asymmetric
inductance contributions to the fundamental mode.
This effect may be caused by varying dimensions of each of the rf SQUIDs. Despite
the rf SQUIDs at l/3 and 2l/3 having the same design, they may have varying junction
and/or loop areas due to fabrication imperfections. Alternatively, each rf SQUID may
instead experience a different magnetic field due to bad alignment of the sample, as the
rf SQUIDs are separated by a distance of 2.3 mm horizontally and vertically (see Fig.
6.6). Measurements in this thesis are taken near 15.0 V, where the two rf SQUIDs are
largely in phase.
7.3.1 Converting to reduced flux
The flux tuning of the sample is described in terms reduced flux (Φext
Φ
). This conversion
is carried out by analysing S21 traces across the fundamental mode of resonance for an
array of coil voltages. The fundamental mode is chosen for this measurement as it has
the highest quality factor and is not affected by the resistor to ground (see Sec. 6.2).
The reduced flux is calculated using Eqn. 7.1. The trapped flux (Vt) is found by
finding the voltage where the rf SQUIDs are in phase (discussed in Sec. 7.3) and the
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volts per flux quantum (Vpv) is found by finding the voltage difference between two
neighbouring positions of half-flux. Therefore reduced flux is calculated for an applied
voltage (V ) using,
n
Φext
Φ0
= VpvV − VtVpv. (7.1)
For example, the values used to put Fig. 7.6 into reduced flux from data taken at
50 mK are Vpv = 5.271 V and Vt = 15.7205 V. The trapped flux can be calculated for
multiple flux modulation curves as a function of sample temperature. The trapped flux
as a function of sample temperature is shown in Fig. 7.5.
Figure 7.5: Temperature dependence of trapped flux (Vt). Data shown is calculated
from multiple modulation curves, measured from 20 mK to 3.9 K
At any point where the sample is heated above 8 K it is important to repeat the
conversion described in Sec. 7.3, to maintain an accurate conversion, even when meas-
uring again at 20 mK. This to account for the potentially varying magnetic fields that
may be trapped as Abrikosov vortices within the sample's thin Nb film as it is cooled.
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However, Fig. 7.5 shows that there is little variation in trapped flux for small tem-
perature ranges, when no thermal cycles occur. For instance, the trapped flux is only
shifted by a tenth of a flux quantum when the sample is heated by a factor of ten.
7.4 Flux modulation of resonant modes
The flux modulation of the fundamental mode's resonant frequency is shown in Fig. 7.6
(left). This figure is generated by fitting S21 traces across the mode at different positions
of reduced flux. Data was taken at 20 mK. Flux modulation of the fundamental mode's
quality factor is also shown in Fig. 7.6 (right).
Figure 7.6: (Left) Flux modulation of the fundamental mode's resonant frequency at
20 mK. Plot is fitted using Eqn. 4.1, giving parameters summarised in Table. 7.2.
(Right) Flux modulation of the fundamental mode's quality factor.
The flux modulation of the second mode's resonant frequency (left) and quality
factor (right) is shown in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: (Left) Flux modulation of the second mode's resonant frequency at 20 mK.
Plot is fitted using Eqn. 4.1, giving parameters summarised in Table. 7.2. (Right) Flux
modulation of the second mode's quality factor. The right figure shows disagreement
with the theoretical expression given by Eqn. 4.3.
Fitting parameters calculated from fits shown in Fig. 7.6 (left) and 7.7 (left) are
given in Table. 7.2.
The quality factor shown in Fig. 7.7 is expected to follow a dependency similar to
that described by Eqn. 4.3. This predicts that the quality factor should degrade at
half flux. However, surprisingly instead the quality factor increases at half-flux. This
result is likely caused by the high drive power used creating frequency pulling due to
the maximised cubic coefficient near half-flux. To test this, the measurement could
be repeated for a lower port 1 drive power by increasing the number of measurement
averages, to reduce the effect of the cubic coefficient. Alternatively, this effect may arise
due to the resistor to ground at half of the resonator's length. For instance, perhaps
the quality factor changes due to the impedance of the resistor being tuned by the shift
in resonant frequency, which will result in a reduction of quality factor.
The parameters shown in Table. 7.2 are obtained by fitting Eqn. 4.1 for two asym-
metric rf SQUIDs, each with an independent participation ratio α and SQUID para-
meter βL. This modification was necessary to capture the shape of the flux modulation
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curves.
Mode α1 α2 βL1 βL2 f0(GHz)
λ/2 1.059×10−6 -0.0602 0.89±0.05 0.50±0.02 4.3130
λ 0.0313 -0.0045 0.92±0.05 0.49±0.02 8.6171
Table 7.2: Table of fitting parameters for the first and second mode of the resonator
studied using Eqn. 4.1 for two asymmetric rf SQUIDs.
The fitting parameters indicate that the rf SQUIDs in the cavity are more asym-
metric than expected, with βL parameters ranging from 0.50 and 0.92. For small par-
ticipation ratios (α 1), α can be estimated using
α =
µ(1− β2L)
βL
, (7.2)
where µ = fres(
Φext
Φ0
= 0)− fres(ΦextΦ0 = 0.5)/fres(ΦextΦ0 = 0). For the fundamental mode,
µ ≈ 3.25 × 10−3, which gives a participation ratio of α = 0.0024 for an averaged
βL parameter of 0.695. If the participation ratio is calculated for each rf SQUID's
computed value, the participation ratio is then calculated to be α(βL1) = 0.00076
and α(βL1) = 0.0049. Given α = N LG/Lres = 0.0024 and LG is estimated to be
3.65× 10−11 H, as discussed in Sec. 6.2.5, Lres can be estimated to be 3× 10−8H.
As one rf SQUID's βL value is fairly close to unity, the resonance curves should be
checked for flux hysteresis. This is done in the following section.
7.4.1 Dependence on direction of flux sweep
This sample was designed to have a reduced critical current in comparison to previous
iterations, ensuring that βL < 1 at 20 mK, as discussed in Sec. 6.2. To determine
whether or not the rf SQUIDs are hysteretic at 20 mK the fundamental mode's resonant
frequency is modulated over several integers of flux, using negative and positive sweeps.
Should the rf SQUIDs be hysteretic, we expect to observe deviations in the resonant
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frequency's dependence on external flux when comparing data taken with each sweep
direction.
Fig. 7.8 shows how the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode varies with a
positive and negative flux sweeps at 20 mK.
Figure 7.8: Plot showing flux modulation of the λ/2 mode's resonant frequency, using
negative (grey) and positive (orange) flux sweeps, at 20 mK.
Fig. 7.8 shows that the internal flux (Φ(Φext)) has a single valued dependence on
the direction of the flux sweep. This result demonstrates that the rf SQUIDs have a βL
value less than unity. This result agrees with parameters calculated in Sec. 7.4.
Chapter 8
Amplitude bifurcation measurements
As discussed in Sec. 4.4, an amplitude bifurcation occurs in a modes of a superconduct-
ing resonator that interact with a cubic non-linearity. In the right parameter space,
the amplitude bifurcation is observed by driving the mode with a high enough power,
so that at the drive frequency, the mode's amplitude can take one of two metastable
amplitude states. Although this project focuses on the period doubling bifurcation, the
samples fabricated also exhibit the amplitude bifurcation.
In this experiment, amplitude bifurcations can be observed at all positions in reduced
flux, for different drive powers. Amplitude bifurcations are accessible at all positions
of reduced flux due to low-loss drive lines and a sufficient cubic Kerr coefficient (γ).
Fig. 8.1 shows how the amplitude bifurcation can be observed in the fundamental
mode of resonance. This plot shows multiple S21 transmission traces for a low (bottom)
to high (top) drive powers. Data was collected at Φext
Φ
= 0.0 and 20 mK. Artificial y-axis
spaces are added between traces for visual clarity.
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Figure 8.1: Multiple S21 transmission measurements across the fundamental mode, for
varying drive powers. Data is collected at Φext
Φ
= 0.0 and 20 mK. Artificial y-spacing
(5 dB) has been added between each trace for visual clarity.
At low drive powers (−105 dBm), the resonant mode takes a Lorentzian shape.
As the drive power is increased, the resonant frequency decreases as the resonance
undergoes frequency pulling like a Duffing oscillator due to the system's cubic non-
linearity. The resonant frequency shifts to smaller values as γ < 1. Once a critical
drive power is met (≈ −85 dBm), the system bifurcates into two amplitude states at a
single drive frequency. As the drive power is increased further, the separation between
the low and high amplitude state widens. For high drive powers, such as −69.0 dBm,
the system switches from the low (A1) to high (A2) amplitude state (A1 → A2), to then
a reduced amplitude state. This effect occurs due to the resonator being over-driven,
which causes a descent into chaotic motion.
Fig. 8.2 shows how amplitude bifurcations can also be on-setted by flux tuning. This
plot is taken using a fixed drive power of −95 dBm for many values of reduced flux.
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In this parameter space, the critical reduced flux value for amplitude bifurcations is
Φext
Φ
= −0.38. At reduced flux values close to half-flux, where inductance is maximised,
the resonant frequency is shifted to the extent where the bifurcation takes place at
a frequency that is increasingly off-resonance, causing the resonance to sink into the
measurement's the noise floor.
Figure 8.2: Plot showing multiple S21 transmission measurements across the funda-
mental mode, taken at different positions of reduced flux. Each trace shown is taken
with a fixed drive power of −95 dBm at 20 mK.
The amplitude bifurcation may also be measured using a signal generator and spec-
trum analyser through a transmission measurement. Fig. 8.3 shows the maximum
signal (colour bar) in the fundamental mode's bandwidth, for many combinations of
drive power (y-axis) and drive frequency (x-axis) signals. Data in this figure was taken
at Φext
Φ0
= 0.0 at 20 mK.
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Figure 8.3: Plot showing the maximum signal (colour bar) in the fundamental mode's
bandwidth for many combinations of power (y-axis) and drive frequency (x-axis) drive
signals. Plot shows the amplitude bifurcation's frontier. Measured at Φext
Φ
= 0.0 and
20 mK.
The positions where there is a discontinuous change in peak signal corresponds to
the amplitude bifurcation frontier in drive power and frequency parameter space. More
precisely, critical drive frequency and power parameter pairs are those that yield a peak
signal that is on the boundary of the high amplitude state where peak signal > 0 dBm
and the low amplitude state (peak signal ≈ −10 dBm). The leading arc showing the
border between the low and high amplitude states ends at the fundamental mode's
resonant frequency 4.308 GHz. Regions where the peak signal is ≈ −40 dBm at drive
frequencies < 4.310 GHz are taken with two low of a drive to observe a signal above
the noise floor of the measurement. This has a frequency dependence, as on-resonance
signals require a lower drive.
Chapter 9
Period doubling bifurcation
measurements
The period doubling bifurcation (PDB) occurs at the half-drive frequency when the
sample is sufficiently tuned and is able to interact with a quadratic non-linear coefficient
of inductance. This described in more detail in Sec. 4.5. This section describes our
first measurements of the period doubling bifurcation.
The PDB can be measured by sending a continuous wave signal to the sample and
monitoring the output at the half-drive window using a spectrum analyser.
Fig. 9.1 shows period doubling bifurcation measurements taken with multiple drive
powers at Φext
Φ
= −0.42, using a drive frequency of 8.610375 GHz. Artificial spacing is
added between traces for visual clarity.
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Figure 9.1: The period doubling bifurcation's drive power dependence. Plot shows
multiple spectrum analyser traces in the half-drive bandwidth for varying drive powers
and a fixed drive frequency 8.610375 GHz. Measurements are taken at base temperature
at Φext
Φ
= −0.39.
Fig. 9.1 shows that for a small change of drive power (< 1.6 dBm), a PDB signal
can be observed. This PDB signal rises 20 dBm above the measurement's noise level.
Photon down-conversion occurring in the PDB effect can also be observed by meas-
uring the λ mode directly with a VNA. Fig. 9.2 shows multiple S21 traces across the λ
mode of resonance, for multiple port 1 powers, at Φext
Φ
= −0.43.
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Figure 9.2: Plot shows multiple VNA traces across the second mode of resonance for
different port 1 drive powers. For high drive powers, down-conversion of photons can
be observed. Measurements are taken at 20 mK and Φext
Φ
= −0.43.
In this parameter space, the drive power must be at least −62.6 dBm for photon
down-conversion to be observed, due to the PDB effect. At the highest drive power, the
amplitude of the dip decreases. This is likely due to detuning of the drive and response
resonances, due to the presence of the cubic coefficient γ.
One way to determine whether the PDB occurs on roughly resonance, is to compare
S21 traces measured across the λ/2 and λ mode at one position of reduced flux. Fig.
9.3 shows the λ/2 and λ mode at Φext
Φ
= −0.43. The two x-axis are separated by a
factor 2.
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Figure 9.3: Plot showing two VNA traces across the λ/2 (orange) and λ (grey) mode
at Φext
Φ
= −0.43. The second mode's frequency axis is divided by a factor two.
The λ mode's S21 scattering parameter decreases between 8.604 and 8.606 GHz due
to photon down-conversion due to the PDB effect for frequencies overlapping with the
λ/2 tone, a factor of ≈ 2.
9.1 External field dependence
This section studies the period doubling bifurcation's dependence on external flux, over
several integers of flux. Fig. 9.4 (left) shows the response at the half-tone for a fixed
drive frequency and power of 8.605 GHz and −67 dBm, respectively. Fig. 9.4 (right)
shows the S21 scattering parameter across the fundamental mode, on a shared y-axis
representing reduced flux. The PDB is only observed for small regions in flux due to a
low drive power being applied.
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Figure 9.4: Plot showing the PDB's dependence on reduced flux. The left plot shows
the response at the half-tone for a fixed drive frequency and power of 8.605 GHz and
−67 dBm. The the right plot shows the S21 scattering parameter across the fundamental
mode. Both are plotted on a shared y-axis representing reduced flux.
In the left figure, PDBs are observed at roughly symmetric positions near integers
of half-flux. As a low drive power was used, PDBs are only observed for narrow regions
of reduced flux, which ought to correlate to positions in reduced flux where the β Kerr-
coefficient and effective drive are maximised. In the reduced flux range −1.0 < Φext
Φ
<
1.0, PDBs are observed in four ranges of reduced flux. These are:−0.530 < Φext
Φ
<
−0.519, −0.440 < Φext
Φ
< −0.396, 0.461 < Φext
Φ
< 0.480 and 0.552 < Φext
Φ
< 0.597.
Between −1.0 < Φext
Φ
< 1.0, PDBs are observed for a larger range of reduced flux at
positions where the resonant frequency has a negative gradient. The larger(smaller)
width of reduced flux in each region is ∆Φext
Φ
= 0.045(∆Φext
Φ
= 0.014), respectively.
The flux-dependence shown in Fig. 9.4 may be examined further by plotting and
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comparing the theoretical Kerr coefficients, for the same range in reduced flux. To
obtain coefficients which agreed data, the βL parameter was set to 0.6303. Fig. 9.5
shows the PDB response at the half tone and the β (orange) and γ (gamma) coefficients
plotted using Eqn. 4.24 and 4.5.2.
Figure 9.5: Plot showing the dependence of the PDB and Kerr coefficients (β, γ) on
external flux using βL = 0.6303. The left plot shows the response at the half-tone for a
fixed drive frequency and power of 8.605 GHz and −67 dBm. The the right plot shows
the theoretical values of β and γ for the same range of flux.
This figure shows that indeed the period doubling bifurcation is observed (roughly)
at positions where the β coefficient is maximised.
To determine whether the direction of the flux sweep dictates the position of larger
width, this measurement was repeated with a reversed direction. Fig. 9.6 shows data
taken with a positive (left plot) and negative (right plot) flux sweeps on a shared y-axis
representing reduced flux.
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Figure 9.6: Plot demonstrating the PDB's dependence flux sweep direction. Positive
and negative flux sweeps were used for the left and right plot, respectively. All data is
taken using a fixed drive of 8.605 GHz and −60 dBm, at 20 mK.
Fig. 9.6 demonstrates that for positive and negative flux sweeps, the PDB effect
persists over a larger field in range on either side of half-flux. This demonstrates that
the period doubling bifurcation is hysteretic as a function of external field, despite
βL < 1.
9.2 Frequency hysteresis
In their theoretical proposal [5], A. Zorin and Y. Makhlin predict that the PDB effect is
exhibits drive frequency hysteresis. To demonstrate this hysteresis, PDB measurements
were carried out using a fixed drive power (−67 dBm) and external flux (Φext
Φ
= −0.43),
with two gradients (dfD/dt) of drive frequency, with respect to time. Fig. 9.7 shows the
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maximum signal at the half-drive, measured for positive and negative sweeps in drive
frequency.
Figure 9.7: The peak amplitude in the half-drive bandwidth as a function of drive
frequency, for a fixed drive power (−67 dBm) and field (Φext
Φ
= −0.43). Data is taken
twice with positive (grey) and negative (orange) sweeps in drive frequency at 20 mK.
Fig. 9.7 demonstrates that switches between the low amplitude (noise floor) and
high amplitude state of the PDB are dependent on the gradient of drive frequency. The
width of the PDB hysteresis observed between 8.6 < fD < 8.615 GHz is 0.495 MHz. In
the drive frequency range 8.6 < fD < 8.615 GHz, the hysteresis is 0.300 MHz.
The frequency hysteresis observed is a consequence of the asymmetry in the escape
barrier height for each of the PDB transitions, namely 0 −→ A1 and A2 −→ 0, as
illustrated in Fig.4.5.5. The potential barriers for each transition are shown in Fig. 4.5.
This feature of the PDB makes it an ideal qubit read-out scheme, as allows the system
to latch and store its state of amplitude [4].
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9.3 PDB frontier as a function of drive power and
frequency
This section describes the shape of the PDB frontier, as a function of drive power and
frequency. These measurements can be compared to the theoretical plot (Fig. 4.8),
shown in Sec. 4.26.
The PDB frontier is found by collecting a spectrum analyser traces across the half-
drive, for an array of continuous wave signals with varied drive powers and frequencies.
Fig. 9.8 shows the peak signal measured in a bandwidth of 0.004 GHz, around half
the drive frequency applied. In this figure, the peak signal is represented by a coloured
pixel, which is plotted as a function of drive power (y-axis) and drive frequency (x-axis).
Data was taken at Φext
Φ
= −0.43 and 20 mK.
Figure 9.8: The period doubling bifurcation's dependence on drive frequency and power.
Taken at 20 mK and Φext
Φ
= −0.43. The peak signal is found within a bandwidth of
0.004 GHz around half the drive frequency applied.
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The majority of this plot shows a peak amplitude of −32 + 2.5 dBm, which cor-
responds to the noise floor of the measurement. The noise floor is largely dictated by
the amplifiers used in the circuit. Peak amplitudes separated from the noise level, are
caused by the system switching into the high amplitude state of the PDB. The PDB
frontier shown in Fig. 9.8 takes a more complex shape as drive power is increased. The
underside side of the frontier shifts to lower drive frequencies as drive power is increased
due to the system's cubic non-linearity. The peak PDB signal within the entire frontier
is not uniform, with amplitudes within the frontier varying by as much as 20 dBm. In
general, as the sample is driven at higher drive powers, the PDB amplitude increases
as more photons are down-converted, until the effect is no longer observed. Also, at
higher drive powers above−35 dBm the background noise level is slightly depleted.
The peak amplitudes shown in Fig. 9.8 are found within a narrow bandwidth about
half the drive frequency. If instead the peak amplitude is found for a wider bandwidth,
between 4.262 and 4.32 GHz, additional peaks can be observed. Fig. 9.9 shows maps
where the peak amplitude is taken with a wide (left) and narrow (right) bandwidth.
Figure 9.9: Two plots of the PDB's dependence on drive frequency and power. These
are both measured at 20 mK at Φext
Φ
= −0.43. The left plot shows peak amplitudes
found within a wide bandwidth between 4.262 and 4.32 GHz. The right plot shows
peak amplitudes found in a narrower bandwidth (0.004 GHz around half of each drive
frequency applied).
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Additional peaks (see white label) are visible due to effects not related to the PDB.
To investigate the peaks observed in Fig. 9.9 (left) further, drive power cuts through
the data can be plotted at drive frequencies exhibiting additional peaks. Fig.'s 9.10,
9.11, 9.12 and 9.13 show four cuts through the PDB data shown in Fig. 9.8, for drive
frequencies 8.5454 GHz, 8.5535 GHz, 8.6004 GHz and 8.6085 GHz, as labelled. In these
plots, the black, dashed line indicates the the half-drive frequency.
Figure 9.10: FD = 8.5454 GHz Figure 9.11: FD = 8.5535 GHz
Figure 9.12: FD = 8.6004 GHz Figure 9.13: FD = 8.6085 GHz
Figure 9.14: Four plots showing cuts across data shown in Fig. 9.9 (left), at four
different drive frequencies using a spread of drive powers. Each plot shows the raw
spectrum analyser trace at the half-drive for multiple drive powers. The black, dashed
line represents the position of the half-drive frequency.
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Fig.'s 9.11, 9.12 and 9.13 show the peaks generated at frequencies away from the
half-drive window, which can also be seen in Fig. 9.8 (left). These spurious peaks are
observed at higher powers than the minimum drive required to see observe a PDB in
the frontier. The additional peaks also cease as the drive power is increased further. It
is likely these peaks are associated with the fundamental mode as they occur at roughly
this mode's resonant frequency at this position of reduced flux.
Plots like Eqn. 9.8, which show where PDBs are observed in drive power and fre-
quency, show little variation when data collection is repeated. As expected, the frontier
can be shown to show little variation even when repeated at different temperatures well
below Tc. For example, Fig. 9.15 shows two maps repeated for the same position of
reduced flux, at 28 mK and 130 mK.
Figure 9.15: Two plots of the PDB's dependence on drive frequency and power at
Φext
Φ
= −0.30. The left (right) plot were measured at 20 mK (130 mK).
This shows that the PDB effect is largely reproducible provided consistent circuit
and conditions are used, in this temperature range. Maps taken at the exact same
temperature show no variation in PDB response.
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9.3.1 Low power region
Should the PDB effect be used as a qubit or microwave detector, the optimum operation
point is likely to be at the low drive power region of the plots shown in the previous
section.. Here, the PDB oscillation is stable and chaotic effects and driving of higher
order modes are minimised. This region is also easier to consider theoretically.
Fig. 9.16 shows a high resolution frontier map, about the low power region that is
shown in Fig. 9.8.
Figure 9.16: The period doubling bifurcation's dependence on drive frequency and
power. Data concentrated around the low power region about 8.605 GHz. Taken at
20 mK and Φext
Φ
= −0.43.
The curvature of the PDB frontier is largely restricted by the narrow width of the
fundamental resonance. Across the low power PDB frontier, the PDB amplitude shows
a slight dependence on the drive frequency and power, which is not observed in modelled
PDB solutions in Sec. 4.5.4.
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9.3.2 Flux dependence
As discussed in Sec. 4.7, the PDB effect is tuned using an external field, due to the
flux dependence of the quadratic non-linearity (β).
Fig.'s 9.17-9.20 show the amplitude at the half-drive window, in the drive frequency
and power parameter space, for four values of reduced flux.
Figure 9.17: Φext
Φ
= 0.0, 0.5 Figure 9.18: Φext
Φ
= −0.26
Figure 9.19: Φext
Φ
= −0.38 Figure 9.20: Φext
Φ
= −0.44
At Φext
Φ
= 0.00 and Φext
Φ
= 0.50, no period doubling bifurcations are observed, as
Fig. 9.17 demonstrates. This is expected, as at these positions of reduced flux there
is no phase drop across the rf SQUID, which generates a quadratic non-linearity which
governs the effect. At Φext
Φ
values closer to zero flux (Fig. 9.18), PDB events occur
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for high drive powers, with a large contrast from the noise level. At Φext
Φ
tunings
approaching half flux (Fig. 9.19), PDB events are observed at lower drive powers with
a smaller contrast between the high amplitude state and noise level.
9.3.3 Flux dependence of the low power minimum
The PDB frontier's dependence with reduced flux can be explored in greater detail by
analysing 51 frontier maps taken between −0.6 < Φext
Φ
< 0.6. The driving conditions
and amplitude of the PDB signal at the low power minimum can be extracted from
each PDB frontier map in order to determine its dependence in flux. The dependence
of the drive frequency and power applied to yield a PDB at the frontier's low power
minimum are shown in Fig. 9.21 and 9.22, respectively.
Figure 9.21: Drive frequency Figure 9.22: Drive power
The amplitude of the PDB signal observed at the frontier's low power minimum, as
a function of reduced flux, is shown in Fig. 9.23.
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Figure 9.23: The amplitude of the PDB signal at the low power minimum, as a function
of external field.
This plot should follow the amplitude given by Eqn. 4.26 in Sec. 4.5.4. Now, to
probe the stochastic nature of the period doubling bifurcation, we turn to the pulsed
microwave experiment.
Chapter 10
Pulsed, period doubling bifurcations
10.1 Description
The pulsed rf set-up probes the stochastic nature of the period doubling bifurcation,
in high fidelity. The purpose of the pulsed experimental set-up is to gather statistics
as to whether or not the system switches into the high amplitude PDB state for a
series of microwave pulses. By calculating the probability of switching as a function of
parameters including drive power and frequency allows cumulative probability curves
to be generated. This is useful for characterising the PDB effect, as the width of this
curve is inversely proportional to the effect's sensitivity as a threshold detector.
10.2 The circuit
Fig. 10.1 shows the circuit diagram used for the pulsed, rf measurements in this work.
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Figure 10.1: Circuit diagram showing the rf circuit for observing, and counting, pulsed
PDB events.
In this circuit, the microwave pulse used to drive the PDB effect is constructed
by mixing (or multiplying) a continuous wave of frequency 2ω with a trapezoidal dc
envelope. In this experiment, the dc envelope is generated by an Agilent waveform
generator. The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals are accessed by mixing the
output signal with a local oscillator (LO) at a frequency, ω. The 2ω and ω continuous
waves used for the driving pulse and LO are generated using two sources that are phase
locked via a 10 MHz reference signal. Two 1.9 MHz low pass filters are also used
to reduce noise in each demodulated quadrature. For setting up measurements, it is
useful to include a spectrum analyser before the demodulation circuit to ensure that
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PDB signals that are counted appear ordinary and degenerate. In the set-up shown, a
counter is used to count PDB switches.
10.3 The period doubling pulsed response
When a series of identical microwave pulses are sent to the sample, in the stochastic
PDB regime, the demodulated signal at the half-drive frequency signal takes of three
responses. Fig. 10.2 is a fast scope screen shot showing these three responses. In this
figure, the yellow channel is the microwave pulse dc envelope and the pink signal is the
demodulated I quadrature. The I quadrature either stays in a low amplitude state, or
switches into a high amplitude state with and without a pi phase shift, per microwave
pulse.
Figure 10.2: Fast scope screen shot showing period doubling bifurcations with and
without pi/2 phase shift. Time base used is 200 µs/div and the I quadrature (pink)
has a scale of 10 mV/div. Data was collected at 20 mK, Φext
Φ0
= −0.43, with a pulse
width, amplitude and frequency of 200 µs, −63 dBm (at the sample) and 8.601 GHz
respectively.
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For a series of microwave pulses, the I quadrature either stays in a low amplitude
state, or switches into a high amplitude state with and without a pi phase shift. This
three state response is expected, as Zorin and Makhlin predict multi-valued solutions
for the PDB effect in a given region of drive power and detuning parameter space, where
states occur with equal amplitudes and are separated by a phase shift of pi. This is idea
is introduced in Sec. 4.5.5. The two high amplitude transitions are separated using two
threshold levels (orange), with the relevant stability diagrams shown on the left of Fig.
10.2. It is important to note that the 0 and pi phase shifts in discussion occur between
the two types (positive and negative) of signal measured in the demodulated circuit,
whose phase shifts are not necessarily with respect to the drive pulse's phase.
Fig. 10.3 is another fast scope screen shot, showing the dc envelope (yellow), mi-
crowave pulse (green) and I signal (pink), for over 500 pulses. In this case, the scope is
set to persistence mode, to display multiple responses over a single pulse period. In this
figure, the scope is triggered using the rising edge of the dc envelope. The fast scope
screen shot in Fig. 10.3 was measured with drive power that gives a high probability
of PDB switching.
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Figure 10.3: Fast scope screen shot showing period doubling bifurcations with and
without pi/2 phase shift in persistence mode. Time base used is 20 µs/div and the I
quadrature (pink) has a scale of 200 mV/div. Data was collected at 4.2 K, Φext
Φ0
= −0.43,
with a pulse width of 200 µs. The drive pulse's amplitude and frequency are−63 dBm
(at the sample) and 8.601 GHz.
This figure shows that the switch from the low to high amplitude PDB state is
stochastic, and occurs at many time intervals throughout the pulse width. The amp-
litude of the demodulated response shown is 3 dBm, after a single cold and two room
temperature amplifiers. For these driving conditions, we observe a ≈ 40 µs delay
between sending a microwave pulse and observing an amplitude switch, with a rising
edge of ≈ 10n µs. The delay observed is caused by the experimental configuration.
We also observe a ≈ 40 µs ringing effect on the lowering edge of the PDB signal, be-
fore the system relaxes back into the initial, low amplitude state. The pre-signal noise
shown in the fast scope screen shots was found to be proportional to the power of the
de-modulation circuit's LO power. This is due to LO signal leakage through the mixers
at powers (> 18 dBm).
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10.3.1 Histograms
Fig. 10.4 is a histogram, showing counts for positive switching events that cross the
mid-switch signal region of 21−22 mV, for the pulse length (0−200 µs). We expect this
histogram to be fairly level as a PDB switching event is a stochastic process. However
the mean switching time is 93 ± 52 µs, suggesting that the driving pulse power was
slightly too large, creating a higher probability of an early switching time. The mode
of the distribution is 30.5 µs. The amplitude of the positive step PDB switching signal
was measured to be 35± 1.6 mV, which corresponds to an amplitude of 3 dBm.
Figure 10.4: Fast scope screen shot showing the dc envelope (yellow), I quadrature
(pink) and Q quadrature (purple). A histogram showing counts for positive switching
events that cross the mid-switch signal region of 21 − 22 mV, for the entire pulse
length (0− 200 µs). The scope screen shot happened to capture a negative step' PDB
switching event, although the histogram measures 'positive step' PDB switching events.
This histogram has 678 hits and 227 khits on the x and y axis respectively, with a peak
of 2.035 khits.
The demodulated signals can also show how long a microwave pulse is sent to the
sample before a PDB switching event occurs, along with the rise time of a PDB switch-
ing pulse. In order to investigate effects, such as the influence of pulse shape, this
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measurement should be repeated for drive and flux parameters that generate a lower
probability of switching.
10.4 Switching curves
For a series of driving parameters, switching events can be digitised to three levels us-
ing two threshold levels, which are shown in orange in Fig. 10.2. In the digitisation
step, 1, −1 and 0 represent positive, negative and failed switching events. By digitising
switching events, cumulative probability curves can be generated, giving each trans-
ition's width and sensitivity to driving parameters. Switching events in this work are
either digitised using a single counter, with repeats for each threshold level, or instead,
by Python processing of signals collected with a PXI card.
In both cases, the threshold level is determined by studying the 1 and −1 pulses
individually on the fast scope. For example, the threshold level for the 1 state is
defined by finding the minimum voltage of the high amplitude PDB signal Vmax PDB
and the maximum voltage of the no PDB switch signal Vmax no PDB, giving a threshold
level Vthr = (Vmax PDB−Vmax no PDB)/2. After each threshold level is determined, it is
important to ensure that the noise of the 0 state is less than each threshold. Using each
level, the switching events can be tested to be Poisson using the fast scope's histogram
function.
10.4.1 Switching curves acquired using a counter timer
Cumulative probability curves are measured for both the 0 and pi phase shifted PDB
events as a function of pulse drive power. In order to study both the 0 and pi phase
shifted switching events using the counter timer, measurements must be repeated, as
the counter only accepts a single threshold level.
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For cumulative probability curves shown in this section, the pulse repetition rate
is 5 kHz with a pulse width of 100 µs and a rise time of 100 ns. The statistical error
expected for each point of 10 000 counts is
√
n/n = 0.01.
Fig. 10.5 shows the probability of a 0 phase shifted PDB event occurring for 200
drive powers between 4.1 dBm and 4.5 dBm, given 10 000 pulses. The measurement
is repeated 3 times. Fig. 10.6 shows the same measurement for pi phase shifted PDB
switching events.
Figure 10.5: 0 phase Figure 10.6: pi phase
Figure 10.7: Three switching curves showing the probability of a 0 (left) and pi (right)
phase shifted PDB event occurring for 200 drive powers between 4.1 dBm and 4.5dBm.
Probability is calculated using 10 000 pulses. Data was taken at 4.2 K at Φext
Φ0
= −0.40,
with a drive frequency of 8.61 GHz. The period of the dc envelope is 200 µs and the
counter gate time is 2 s.
The maximum probability is 50% and the 10 − 90% width is 0.1 dBm. We find
the ratio of the 0 and pi phase shifted PDB switches is approximately 50 : 50. An
uncontrolled drift is evident, which is probably due to heating of the mixing chamber
as measurements are carried out in succession. Therefore, should this measurement be
repeated at base temperature, additional attenuation must be added to the drive lines.
Ideally for this measurement, a sample with a drive mode of a higher quality factor
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would also be used. It is also preferable to digitise the 0 and pi responses in a single
measurement, by replacing the counter with a PXI card.
10.5 Phase shifted signal at the half-drive frequency
This section describes how PDB switching statistics may be used to detect the presence,
or phase, of signals at the half-drive frequency. The circuit used for measurements
described in this section is the same as that described in Sec. 10.2, with the addition of
a continuous wave signal at the half-drive frequency, whose phase is modified with an
additional phase shifter. The continuous wave signal is added to the to the microwave
pulse and are sent to the measurement circuit's input line. The phase shifts of the
continuous wave at fD/2 are set with respect to the phase of the drive pulse. However,
at the sample, the phase difference may have an additional offset.
Fig. 10.11 shows the demodulated PDB response (pink), for three phase shifts
of the continuous signal at fD/2. The measurement parameters for this observation
are as listed: pulse width= 100 µs, pulse frequency = 8.610 GHz, demodulation LO
= continuous wave signal frequency= 4.305 GHz, Φext
Φ0
= −0.41, pulse amplitude ≈
−60 dBm, continuous wave amplitude ≈ −100 dBm (at sample) and temperature =
4.2 K.
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Figure 10.8: Phase shift = 0
Figure 10.9: Phase shift = −pi Figure 10.10: Phase shift = pi
Figure 10.11: Fast scope screen shots showing the dc envelope (yellow), I quadrature
(pink) and Q quadrature (purple). Fig. 10.8, 10.9 and 10.10 show the PDB response
(pink) when the continuous wave at the half-drive has a 0, −pi and pi phase shift with
respect to the drive pulse.
This figure demonstrates how a phase-shifted signal at the half-drive frequency may
be detected using the PDB effect. The phase dependency of signals with a smaller amp-
litude may also be resolved by repeating this measurement using the pulsed microwave
set-up.
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10.6 PXI card and the disruption of measurements
In order to digitise high amplitude 1 and low amplitude −1 switches in a single meas-
urement, a new program was written to acquire raw quadrature signals using a PXI
card, which later could be digitised into three levels. This is important, as we have
observed slight shifting of s-curves due to heating effects in Sec. 10.4.1.
The PXI card used has a sampling rate of 1.25 MHz, which means it acquires 250
samples over the typically 200 µs pulse width. In this set-up, an additional SRS640
filter and amplifier was used before the PXI card to improve the measurement's signal
to noise ratio.
Fig. 10.12 shows the demodulated I quadrature saved using the PXI card, which is
digitised into three levels using Python. This enables both the 0 and pi threshold levels
to be considered without repeated measurements.
Figure 10.12: The demodulated I quadrature showing high amplitude PDB transitions.
Data is taken using a PXI card and is digitised using Python.
Unfortunately, this software could not be utilised beyond test measurements due
to the failure of a compressor during the experimental run. Therefore some interesting
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measurements, which may have been taken with the pulsed circuit were not undertaken.
It would have been interesting to have observed how much the switching curve width
would change when this measurement is repeated at 20 mK.
Another interesting measurement would be temperature dependence of the PDB
switching curve's width. Which is expected to have two dependencies on temperature
depending on which PDB transition is measured (see Sec. 4.5.6)
Also, it would have been interesting to have compared the widths of the amplitude
bifurcation's switching curves with the PDB response at different positions in reduced
flux. These measurements, and some other ideas, are discussed in Sec. 11.1.1 of this
thesis's summary chapter.
Chapter 11
Summary and conclusions
11.1 Future work
11.1.1 Pulsed measurements
Due to the disruption of measurements, caused by a broken refrigeration compressor,
some planned pulsed experiments were not undertaken, which may have yielded in-
teresting results. For example, a PDB switching curve measured at base temperature
would have given the effect's sensitivity as a threshold detector at the ideal temperature
of operation. Also, the temperature dependence of the width could have probed the
shapes of the potential's wells, as discussed in Sec. 4.5.6.
On the other hand, these measurements would not have worked optimally due to
the large drive powers required to observe a PDB with a damped driving mode, in
combination with the low loss drive lines, which collectively cause heating of the mixing
chamber when using the pulsed circuit.
Lastly, it would have been interesting to have determined the amplitude bifurcation's
switching curve width, for a direct comparison with the PDB on the same chip.
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11.1.2 Amplitude bifurcations
Although the transition between the amplitude bifurcation's metastable states has been
used to detect the state various superconducting qubits [1, 8, 18], there are still many
experiments that can be conducted in order to learn more about this phenomenon. For
example, studying the downside transition of an amplitude bifurcation and the effect of
current biasing the embedded Josephson elements. In particular, the switching curve
of the up-side and down-side transition could be studied as a function of temperature,
and be analysed using predictions from M. Dykman [40].
11.1.3 Fitting of the PDB amplitude's flux dependency
To check agreement with the model described in Sec. 4.5.4, the flux dependence of the
PDB amplitude observed at the low power region, as described in Sec. 9.3.3 could also
be fitted. This work could give more information regarding the sample's effective drive
power P , βL coefficient as well as the β Kerr coefficient.
11.2 Final conclusions
The leading conclusion from this work is that the period doubling bifurcation exists,
in agreement with theoretical predictions. This work characterises this less explored
bifurcation with respect to drive power, drive frequency, external flux and temperature
using both continuous wave and pulsed microwave circuits. By analysing this data,
circuit parameters including the participation ratio, SQUID parameter and Kerr coef-
ficients have been probed. By using the pulsed set-up, the width of the PDB at 4.2 K
has been shown to be 0.1 dBm, and phase-sensitive detection of signals at the half-drive
frequency has also been demonstrated.
One goal of this work was to develop a new, dispersive read-out scheme for supercon-
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ducting qubits or single microwave photons. The proof of principle of this new detector
was successful. However, the sample used was designed to maximise the probability
of observing the effect, rather than to optimise the effect's sensitivity to microwave
photons. For example, the heavily damped driving mode, which guaranteed obser-
vation of the effect, lead to the use of high drive powers, which in some cases even
showed heating of the mixing chamber. Therefore, this work acts a proof of principle
experiment, as the effect was driven using many thousands of photons.
Despite the high drive powers applied, this work is still valuable as it explores non-
linearities provided by flux-biased rf SQUIDs. This is interesting, as the exploitation
of the non-linear inductance generated by an rf SQUID is rather unexplored. Also, one
remarkable property of the rf SQUID in this system, is the ability to tune the circuit's
β and γ Kerr non-linearities, and even suppress them entirely. This lead to both the
amplitude bifurcation and the period doubling bifurcation being observed on a single
chip. In addition to this, by using rf SQUIDs, rather than Josephson junctions, as
suggested in in the initial theoretical proposal (ref. [5]), the maximum value of β is
accessible. Maximised β is not accessible for the case of Josephson junctions, as here
the current bias Ib satisfies Ib = Ic, which would cause the effect to cease entirely, due
to the junction turning normal.
By studying the period doubling bifurcation, the dynamics of the β non-linearity are
also explored naturally. This is particularly interesting, as this non-linearity governs
other novel effects, which may be used for photon detection, including various wave
mixing experiments [6]. This is crucial, as like the period doubling bifurcation, some
mixing schemes offer potential for quantum-limited detection of microwave photons.
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Chapter 12
Appendix
12.1 Adsorption pump
Prior to starting measurements, a new adsorption pump was added to the dilution unit
to control 4He exchange gas when warming and cooling the dilution unit. This work is
included in the appendix to document the details of this modification for future users.
Heat transfer between the IVC and OVC is achieved using 4He exchange gas, at ap-
proximately ≥ 10−4 mbar. Although inserting 4He gas into the IVC is trivial, removing
it takes many hours of pumping. Exchange gases can be controlled in a cryostat using
a sorb stage, which adsorbs(desorbs) 4He at temperatures below(above) ∼ 30 K. The
activated charcoal binds to a large number of gas molecules, including 4He, due to the
van der Waals force.
To speed warming and cooling of the cryostat, a new sorb stage was designed and
installed for this project. A photograph of the new sorb stage is given in Fig. 12.1.
Details regarding this sorb are outlined in this thesis for future
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Figure 12.1: Photograph of the sorb stage. Image shows the copper cylinder containing
thermally activated charcoal, heater and thermometer.
The sorb stage is thermally anchored to the still plate via a 6 cm brass arm. The sorb
and the sorb heater are attached to a copper plate, which screws onto the brass arm. The
sorb heater consists of 1 kΩ of wire, which is tightly wrapped around a copper bobbin.
The sorb thermometer, a CLTS-2B temperature sensor, is stuck onto the copper plate
using GE varnish. The wires connecting the sorb heater and thermometer are NbTi
twisted pairs, which are thermalised at each stage of the fridge and are connected to a
4 K D-connector. The sorb itself is made from a copper tube, with one lid containing a
m3 tread. Freshly baked, thermally activated charcoal is inserted into the copper tube
in a tightly packed copper braid case.
The sorb was tested whilst warming up the dilution unit. The goal of this test
was to rapidly warm the IVC from 40 mK to 4.2 K by heating the activated charcoal
in the sorb to 30 K. We found that upon applying 17 V across the heater, the sorb
thermometer reached 30 K, which caused 4He to be released, warming the IVC to 4 K
in less than half an hour.
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12.2 Four wave mixing
Although this work focuses on the period doubling bifurcation, the presence of a quad-
ratic non-linearity in the circuit gives access to other otherwise inaccessible non-linear
effects. For example, the cubic Ker non-linearity discussed in this work is responsible
for four-wave mixing in resonant modes. In four wave mixing, the frequencies of the
signal, pump and idle obey 2fp = fs + fi [6]. At positions in global flux that create
a phase drop across each rf SQUID's junction, a quadratic Kerr non-linearity is also
accessible. This non-linearity allows three-wave mixing to be observed in the resonator,
which obeys fp = fs + fi.
Out of curiosity, a wave mixing experiment was trailed on the sample discussed in
this work. In this test, the pump tone is set to a frequency that generates the PDB
effect (−55 dBm, 8.605 GHz and Φext
Φ
= −0.43). Then, the response at the half drive
was measured for an additional signal at the half-pump frequency. The amplitude of
the half pump was set to −95 dBm with frequency range of −4.2925− 4.3114 GHz.
Fig. 12.2 shows the response at the half-tone as a function of the half-tone drive
frequency, which is shown as a fraction of the 8.605 GHz drive. For detuning frequencies
greater than 0.5001 the period doubling bifurcation, or generate parametric down-
conversion, is observed as normal.
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Figure 12.2: The half-tone response for a period doubling measurement with an addi-
tional half-tone drive. For this measurement, a fixed drive−55 dBm pump signal at
8.605 GHz at a flux bias corresponding to Φext/Φ0 = 15.6375V is applied. Addition-
ally, a small half-drive signal had a drive of −95 dBm with a frequency ranging from
−4.2925− 4.3114 GHz in 562 steps is used.
Cuts of data shown in Fig. 12.2 are given in Fig.'s 12.3-12.8. At 4.3025 only the
signal pump is observable. Three wave and four wave mixing is observable due to
mixing of the pump and additional signal's frequencies.
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Figure 12.3: FD/2 = 4.3025 GHz Figure 12.4: FD/2 = 4.3024 GHz
Figure 12.5: FD/2 = 4.3026 GHz Figure 12.6: FD/2 = 4.3027 GHz
Figure 12.7: FD/2 = 4.3028 GHz Figure 12.8: FD/2 = 4.3029 GHz
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12.3 RHUL fabrication of Josephson junctions
Although the PDBA experiment uses samples fabricated at Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB), there is also a focus to develop nanofabrication techniques at
Royal Holloway, so that additional samples may be fabricated alongside those at PTB,
enabling more sample designs and features to be explored. Also, small Josephson
junctions are required for a side experiment in addition to this project, which studies
dc switching measurements in Josephson junctions.
This section outlines the recipe used for fabricating Josephson junctions in Royal
Holloway's clean rooms using the double-angle Dolan method. A key element of Joseph-
son junction design is the area of overlap used within the junction, as the normal state
resistance of the junction is strongly proportional to the reciprocal of the area of overlap
between the two conductor fingers. In this case the Josephson junctions were designed
to have a 200× 300nm2 overlap.
Chips
In this instance, Josephson junctions are fabricated on 7 × 7mm2 silicon chips. The
silicon wafers are thermally oxidised, giving a thin (≈250 − 300 nm) layer of SiO2 on
its surfaces. The working area on these chips is approximately 80× 80µm2.
Cleaning
The wafers are immersed in warm acetone in an ultrasonic bath for cleaning and are
then rinsed with IPA. After an IPA rinse, the wafers are blow-dried using a nitrogen
gun. The wafers can be baked at this stage at 120◦C for five minutes to remove any
moisture from the chip's surface before resist is spun.
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Resist spinning
The first (bottom) layer of Copolymer 13% resist is spun onto the wafer at 4000 rpm to
give a thickness of (0.66± 0.05)µm. The thickness of a Copolymer 13% resist with this
spin speed when measured multiple times using a profile metre on numerous different
wafers and different wafer positions has a variance of 0.005 µm. After each layer of
resist is spun, the wafer is baked for five minutes at 160◦C. This recipe uses two layers
of Copolymer 13%, both at 4000 rpm, giving a total thickness of (1.35 ± 0.05) µm.
The third and final (top) layer of resist is PMMA and anisole 2%, which is spun at
4000 rpm, giving a PMMA thickness of 80 nm. The combined thickness of all three
layers is measured to be (1.41± 0.02) µm.
Electron beam lithography
Electron beam lithography is done using a JEOL 6460 SEM Scanning Electron Micro-
scope and a Nanomaker writing system. This SEM has a maximum resolution of 5 nm
using a accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a low probe current. For lithography, the
spot size is altered so that the probe current, which is accurately by a pico ammeter, is
close to 150 pA. The Nanomaker software includes proximity corrections and develop-
ment simulation tools. The SEM's default setting exposes the Nanomaker design from
left-to-right. Due to a slow beam blanker this is important information as horizontally
separated Josephson junctions may end up being shorted due to exposure between the
junction's conductors. The EBL pattern for fabricating fourteen Josephson junctions
with a common ground is shown in Fig. 12.9.
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Figure 12.9: ×14 Josephson junction EBL design.
Development
After lithography, the wafers are developed using a1 : 3 mixture of MIBK and IPA for
60 s, which weakens the PMMA 2% resist, in turn producing an undercut near on the
edges of positions of exposure. It is essential to develop the structure for enough time
so that the undercut creates a suspended Dolan bridge.
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Two-angle deposition
Thermal deposition is used for depositing Aluminium onto the wafer. A boat of 6 cm
of IPA-cleaned Aluminium wire is used for this entire process. The first step of a two-
angle deposition involves depositing Aluminium at a first angle, which is determined
using trigonometry. The second step deposits a thin oxide layer, which creates the
Josephson junction's insulating tunnel barrier. The oxide layer in this case is deposited
at 950 mTorr for 5 minutes. The final step of two-angle deposition is the second Alu-
minium layer, which is deposited again using thermal evaporation at another calculated
angle.
Lift-off
After deposition the unwanted aluminium is removed by putting the chip in acetone
for 20 minutes, until all scraps of aluminium are removed. Fig. 12.10 shows an SEM
image of a Josephson junction using the design above. Another notable feature of the
junction shown is that the second thermal evaporation appears to take place through a
slightly reduced mask, which might be due to aluminium collecting on the mask's edge
during the first thermal evaporation.
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Figure 12.10: SEM image of a Josephson junction fabricated at Royal Holloway, Uni-
versity of London.
